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Part ITheoretial Disussion1 Overview1.1 The PhenomenonHebrew exhibits the unmarked word order SV(O), in where the verb follows its subjet. It is howeveralso possible, subjet to various onstraints, to use the marked word orders VS or VOS in whih thesubjet follows the verb. This phenomenon is often termed subjet-verb inversion or simply inversion.In this thesis I fous on V1 sentenes, a subset of inverted sentenes where the verb is the �rst elementof its lause1. Some V1 sentenes are exempli�ed in (1):(1) a. aararrested otime šoter.a-polieman.`A polieman arrested me.'b. hitxil�irted itiwith-me mǐsehusomeone b-a-mesiba.at-the-party.`Someone at the party made a pass at me.'. nǐspaxwas-spilt pohere kafe.o�ee.`Co�ee was spilt here.'d. nirdamfell-asleep lito-me ha-gav.the-bak.`My bak went numb.'e. hitxilbegan ha-tekes.the-eremony.`The eremony started.'The sentenes in (1) exhibit a wide range of V1 onstrutions. In (1-a) and (1-b) we see transitiveverbs with diret and indiret objets, (1-) and (1-d) exhibit intransitive verbs with loative anddative modi�ers and in (1-e) we see an intransitive verb with no modi�ers.V1 sentenes suh as the ones in (1) normally have a reasonably aeptable SV alternate with roughlythe same meaning (e.g. šoter aar oti 'a-polieman arrested me' or ha-tekes hitxil 'the-eremonystarted')2. The inverse however, is not true. Many SV sentenes beome awkward one their subjetis positioned after the verb. The sentenes in (2) are syntatially equivalent to the natural sound-ing inversion examples in (1), but they are nonetheless awkward sounding ompared to their SV(O)ounterparts in (3).1V1 sentenes are also alled simple inversion sentenes or free inversion sentenes. The other type of invertedsentenes are triggered inversion sentenes where there is a pre-verbal phrase that failitates the inversion resulting in an[XP V S℄ word order (e.g. etmol higi'u ha-orxim 'yesterday arrived the-guests'). I will disuss the di�erenes betweenthe two types of inverted onstrutions in setion 1.2 and in hapter 2, but I will not disuss triggered inversion in theempirial part of this work.2Exeption to this are the existential prediate yeš 'there-is' and its in�etions haya 'there-was' and yihiye 'there-will-be' whose word order is for the most part �xed to verb�subjet (exept in rare ases of ontrastive fous or in arhailiterary use). 1



(2) a. ? banabuilt etACC ha-a'au'athe-toy yeled.a-hild.`A hild built the toy.'b. ? hitxila�irted imwith mǐsehusomeone danadana b-a-mesiba.at-the-party.`Dana made a pass at someone at the party.'. ? kafujumped al-ha-šulxanon-the-table yeladim.hildren.`hildren jumped on the table'd. ? na'amgave-a-speeh ha-politika'i.the-politiian.`The politiian gave a speeh.'(3) a. yeleda-hild banabuilt etACC ha-a'au'a.the-toy.`A hild built the toy.'b. danadana hitxila�irted imwith mǐsehusomeone b-a-mesiba.at-the-party.`Dana made a pass at someone at the party.'. yeladimhildren kafujumped al-ha-šulxan.on-the-table.`hildren jumped on the table'd. ha-politika'ithe-politiian na'am.gave-a-speeh.`The politiian gave a speeh.'So what is it that motivates the hoie of VS order in (1) and at the same time renders it awkward in (2)?Over the years, qualitative researh has revealed many fators that are argued to orrelate with invertedorders, possibly motivating their hoie (f. Givón, 1976a, Shlonsky, 1987, 1997, Kuzar, 1990, 2006b,a,forthoming, Melnik, 2002, 2006). The proposed fators span di�erent domains of linguisti analysis.Morpho-syntati fators suh as de�niteness and NP type are onsidered, along side semanti fatorslike animay and unausativity and along side pragmati ones suh as aessibility and topiality3.The multipliity and o-dependeny of the fators poses a problem for our understanding of the invertedword order's motivation�the fators are strongly dependent and orrelated so it is hard to argue whihof them (if any) motivates word order and whih are epiphenomenal. For instane, inanimate subjetsare muh more frequent in V1 than in S1 sentenes, so one an argue that animay (at least in part)lies behind the hoie of an inverted word order. However, it is well known that inanimate subjetsfrequently oinide with non-agentive verbs, and indeed, data shows that the vast majority of V1sentenes with inanimate subjets also have non-agentive verbs. It is thus di�ult to deide if it isnon-animay or non-agentivity that ontribute to the hoie of the V1 word order. It is also possiblethat both fators ontribute to this hoie, or that both fators are epiphenomenal to a third fator.These questions are best answered using quantitative methods and they will be the subjet of hapters4 and 5 of this work.3De�niteness and NP type are features relating to the subjet argument, where it is suggested that inverted sentenesprefer inde�nite and lexial subjet over de�nite and pronominal ones. Animay relates to the subjet where it issuggested that inverted sentenes prefer inanimate over animate subjets. Unausativity relates to the verb's semantilass where it is suggested that inverted sentenes prefer unausative verbs over unergative ones. Aessibility andtopiality again refer to the subjet argument, but they are disourse related fators that orrelate to the degree ofsaliene the subjet referent has in the hearer's mind (aessibility), and the degree to whih the subjet is interpretedas �what the sentene is about� (topiality). All these fators will be disussed in detail in subsequent hapters.2



When disussing motivations to the V1 word order, it is important to onsider two separate questions:(i) whih fators diahronially motivate the availability of di�erent word orders and their assoiationwith di�erent linguisti features, and (ii) whih fators a�et the synhroni hoie of word order ina given disourse ontext (for lak of a better term, I will refer to this hoie as the �online� hoieof word order). My answer to the �rst, diahroni question, largely following Givón (1976a) andLambreht (1994, 2000), is that the availability of di�erent word orders, as well as their assoiationwith di�erent linguisti features, an be aounted for by a single motivation�the need to mark non-topial subjets. As for the seond question, I will di�er from urrent approahes by introduing aprobabilisti multifatorial aount. I will argue that no one fator an aount for the �online� hoieof word order, and that the problem is best modeled by the use of multiple fators (f. Gries, 2003,Bresnan et al., 2007).Lambreht (1994) argued that grammatial forms (suh as word orders or intonation patterns) arisediahronially �under pressure� of information struture onsiderations. He also demonstrated thatthese information struture onsiderations an aount for the alignment of the grammatial forms withspei� values of di�erent linguisti features (e.g. the alignment of VS order with non-agentive verbs,inde�nite/non-human subjets et.). Continuing this line of thought, I will argue that the human mindpiks up on these orrelations and proeeds to softly assoiate these feature values with the respetiveword orders. After a while, this proess results in a situation where a given grammatial form (or inour ase�word order) is no longer assoiated only with the information struture on�guration thatdiahronially motivated it, but rather with a set of features that motivate its �online� hoie . Thedi�erent features an of ourse a�et the hoie of word order to di�erent degrees. The assignment ofpreise weights to the di�erent features is best ahieved through a quantitative examination and is thesubjet of the seond part of this researh.This thesis is omprised of two parts: a theoretial disussion (hapter 2-3) and an empirial inves-tigation (hapters 4-5). It is outlined as follows: In hapter 2 I introdue urrent approahes to V1onstrutions while highlighting their pros and ons. In hapter 3 I introdue the idea that the moti-vation for the availability of the VS word order and for its alignment with di�erent feature values isthe need to mark non-topial subjets. I end that hapter by showing that synhronially, the needto mark non-topial subjets is not enough to single-handedly aount for the �online� hoie of wordorder. In hapter 4, the hapter opening the empirial part of the work, I disuss the methodology ofmy orpus based empirial analysis and introdue the di�erent features I onsider and the methods Iuse to dedue their values from orpus data. In hapter (5) I detail the results of the quantitative study,arrive at a set of fators that best aount for the range of data, and present a working omputationalmodel for the predition of word order.1.2 The Sope of This StudyGiven the title of this work �Multifatorial analysis of V1 onstrutions in Hebrew intransitive lauses�three terms require lari�ation: (i) V1 onstrutions, (ii) Hebrew, and (iii) intransitive lauses.V1 onstrutions, or when instantiated, V1 sentenes, are sentenes in whih a verb oupies thesentene initial position, and is subsequently followed by a phonologially expressed subjet argument(there may be additional modi�ers between the verb and its subjet). This de�nition exludes null-subjet sentenes, and importantly, it exludes sentenes of the type in (4-a), whih are alled V2sentenes or triggered inversion sentenes (beause of the pre-verbal inversion trigger). Triggered3



inversion sentenes (hereafter TI sentenes) are more aommodating to di�erent types of verbs thanV1 sentenes, and they are appropriate in a wider range of situation types. One an add a pre-verbaltrigger to pratially every V1 sentene, but the inverse does not hold. Many triggered inversionsentenes will sound awkward without their trigger.(4) a. lefetasuddenly kafajumped me-ha-siximfrom-the-bushes arneveta-hare levana.white.`A white hare suddenly jumped from the bushes.'b. ? kafajumped me-ha-siximfrom-the-bushes arneveta-hare levana.white.`A white hare jumped from the bushes.'(5) a. nigmarended ha-xofeš.the-holiday.'The holiday ended.`b. etmolyesterday nigmarended ha-xofeš.the-holiday.'The holiday ended yesterday.`The sentene pair in (4) exhibits a triggered inversion sentene in (4-a) and its less aeptable V1ounterpart in (4-b). The sentene pair in (5) exhibits a V1 sentene in (5-a) and its triggered inversionounterpart (5-b). In this ase the TI ounterpart sounds just as natural. These data raise a questiononerning the lassi�ation of (5-b). Sine this sentene is aeptable with and without the trigger,an it perhaps belong to the V1 lass rather then the triggered inversion lass? Can we treat it asa V1 sentene that just happens to have a pre�xed temporal adjunt? In this work I will avoid thisharaterization, mainly beause of the empirial di�ulties it introdues4. I will will abide by thede�nition I provided above and onsider only sentenes that open with a verb.As for Hebrew, I refer to the dialet whih Hebrew speakers employ in their everyday onversations.This de�nition exludes literary registers, but it does not neessarily exlude all written texts. Speif-ially, the orpus used for the empirial part of this work is Linzen's blogs orpus (Linzen, 2009). Itontains texts from various bloggers that disuss their day to day ativities, for the most part usingtheir everyday Hebrew.Finally, intransitive lauses are lauses in whih the prediate is not aompanied by a diret or indiretobjet. In the part I of this work (the theoretial disussion) I do disuss some transitive examples,but my orpus data is too sparse to allow quantitative analysis of these onstrutions.5.4The empirial part of this work relies on orpus analysis rather than on sentene judgments. When I enounter an[XP V S℄ sentene in the orpus, it is impossible for me to deide without resorting to judgments if the sentene willsound natural in the [V S℄ order as well.5The V1 word order is muh more ommon in intransitive lauses than it is in transitive ones (my V1 orpus sampledfrom Linzen's blogs orpus ontained 17 transitive V1 sentenes vs. 370 intransitive V1 sentenes). This phenomenonwas shown by Sorniola (2006) to be ross linguisti. Sorniola (2006, p. 456) also reports the results of Uhlí°ová(1969) whih statistially demonstrate (for Czeh texts) that inreasing the number of sentene onstituents inreasesthe rigidity of word order. Apparently the vast number of alternative orderings in sentenes with multiple onstituentsparadoxially urges the speakers to onstrain their hoie of word order. This phenomenon is robust but not yet fullyunderstood.
4



2 Existing Approahes2.1 Syntati Unausativity2.1.1 IntrodutionIn an attempt to outline a syntati aount of the Hebrew lause struture, Shlonsky (1997) empha-sized the role of the verb's argument struture in determining word order. He examined both triggeredinversion, and V1 onstrutions (in his terminology, free inversion, hereafter FI), and argued that whileTI is oblivious to the type of the verb and allows for de�nite subjets, FI is only possible with verbswhose subjet is an internal argument (unausatives and passives)6, and only with inde�nite subjets.In the following setions Shlonsky's theoretial assumptions will be disussed (setion 2.1.2), as well ashis aount for free inversion (setion 2.1.3). In setion 2.1.4 I will ritiize his aount by showing thatsome of its basi assumptions are falsi�ed by orpus data. Shlonsky's aount for triggered inversionis not diretly relevant to this thesis, but for ompleteness it is onisely reviewed and ritiized inAppendix A.2.1.2 Syntati AssumptionsShlonsky grounds his work in urrent generative syntati theory. He views lauses as omposed ofthree layers: (i) the themati layer, the VP, omprised of the prediate and its θ-marked omplements;(ii) The funtional layer, IP, omprised of funtional projetions suh as Asp(et)P, T(ense)P, et.;and (iii) the operator layer, CP, omprised of Comp and related projetions. Figure 1 diagrams thishierarhy.

Figure 1: A shemati view of Shlonsky's lausal hierarhy.Shlonsky does not speify the internal struture of the CP layer. His hierarhy for funtional headsomprising the IP is spei�ed in (6) below:6The unausative verb lass ontains mainly verbs of existene, appearane and externally aused hange of state .In generative grammar it is assumed that this lass of intransitive verbs is di�erentiated from another lass, the lass ofunergative verbs (mainly agentive verbs and verbs of internal ausation suh as sparkle or blossom), in that the subjetof the unausative verbs is an internal argument (positioned within the VP in D-struture. An underlying objet) whilethe subjet of unergatives is an external argument. For an overview of the unausative and unergative verb lasses seeLevin and Rappaport Hovav (1995). 5



(6) The IP Hierarhya. Simple TensesAgrSP > (NegP) > TP > AspP > AgrOP > VPb. Compound Tenses (Benoni)AgrSP > (NegP) > TP > VP> AgrPartP > AspP > AgrOP > VPAs for the VP, Shlonsky adopts the VP internal subjet hypothesis given in (7):(7) The subjet is internal to the VP and originates in [spe, VP℄.Finally, Shlonsky (1997, p. 71) argues for verb movement of the lexial verb outside the VP boundaries.Using adverb plaement diagnostis, he demonstrates that the verb is not within the VP in surfaestruture and onludes that movement must have taken plae. Regarding the exat position of theverb within the IP he �nally onludes:(8) Finite (past/future) and non-�nite verb raise to AgrS0 while benoni/present verbs raise to T 0.Wherever possible, I will abstrat from (8) and refer to the verb's position as simply [spe, IP℄.2.1.3 Free InversionIn ontrast to TI sentenes, where inversion is always possible due to the presene of a trigger, FIsentenes, Shlonsky argues, are only appropriate with verbs that have their subjet as their internalargument (unausatives and passives) and only with inde�nite subjets. These assumptions are im-perative to his syntati analysis of the phenomenon, and he demonstrates them using the aeptabilityjudgments in (9) repeated from (Shlonsky, 1997, p. 163)7.(9) a. ne'elmudisappeared harbemany sfarimbooks me-ha-sifriya.from-the-library.`Many books disappeared from the library.'b. * ne'elmudisappeared ha-sfarimthe-books me-ha-sifriya.from-the-library.`The books disappeared from the library.'. be-šavu'aon-the-week šeavarthe-last ne'elmudisappeared ha-sfarimthe-books me-ha-sifriya.from-the-library`Last week, the books disappeared from the library.'ne'elam 'disappeared' is an unausative verb, and is thus aeptable in the FI sentene in (9-a), butsuh a sentene is only possible insofar as the subjet is inde�nite, whih aounts for the aeptabilitydi�erene between (9-a) and (9-b). (9-) demonstrates that in TI sentenes both de�nite and inde�nitesubjets are possible.7Shlonsky's aeptability judgments about the de�niteness e�et in FI sentenes have been ontested before by Melnik,who argued, based on her own and her informants' judgments, that sentenes Shlonsky marks as unaeptable are infat quite aeptable. While I agree with this sentiment, for now I ite Shlonsky's arguments as is. I will ritique themusing orpus evidene in the next setion (2.1.4). 6



AgrSPha-mixtavi AgrS'AgrS0higi'aj

TPti T'T0 AspPAsp'Asp0 VPV'V0tj DPti

TPpro T'T0higi'aj

AspPAsp'Asp0 VPV'V0tj DPmixtav
Figure 2: Shlonsky's detailed analysis for the SV and FI sentenes

Shlonsky's aount for these data is syntati. He argues that subjets of transitives and unergativesannot remain in the VP beause they must be ase liensed by I0 while the subjets of unausativeand passive verbs an be liensed by V0 diretly and an thus stay within the VP, whih results in averb-subjet order. He assumes along with Belletti (1988) that passives and unausatives an liensetheir subjet sine they an assign partitive ase, as opposed to unergatives and transitives, whihonly assign ausative. It is known that partitive ase an only be assigned to inde�nite subjets andthis seems to orrelate perfetly with the putative ban on de�nite subjets in FI sentenes. Finally,it should be noted, that in FI sentenes the EPP is maintained by pro whih oupies the [spe, IP℄position8. In fat, it is argued by Reinhart and Siloni (2004a, footnote 10) that it is the seletionof pro as a lexial item for the derivation that determines the word order of the sentene: if pro isseleted then there is no need for the subjet to move in order to maintain the EPP resulting in theverb-subjet word order. Otherwise, if pro is not seleted, the subjet will have to move to [spe,IP℄ and will thus move past the I0 verb resulting in a subjet-verb order. Figure 2 details Shlonsky'sanalysis for the SV sentene ha-mixtav higia 'the-letter arrived' along with its FI ounterpart higi'amixtav 'arrived a-letter'.2.1.4 CritiismShlonsky's aount of free inversion hinges on two assumptions whih appear to be ontradited byorpus evidene:(10) No unergative or transitive verbs an appear in FI sentenes.8The EPP is a priniple of generative linguistis aording to whih lauses must have subjets (where subjets aretaken to be elements in [spe, IP℄). In null subjet languages suh as Hebrew, the EPP requirement may be maintainedby the phonologially null element pro (f. Chomsky, 1981).7



(11) The subjet of FI sentenes must be indi�nite.Both assumptions are ruial to Shlonsky's analysis of FI. Assumption (10) is essential beause theonly way in whih an unergative verb an preede its subjet, is if the subjet remained in the VP (see(8) above and bear in mind that subjets that move outside the VP oupy [spe, AgrSP℄) but thatwould ontradit his laim that subjet of unergatives annot be assigned ase there. Assumption (11)is also ritial beause Shlonsky uses it in order to explain how unausatives assign ase to their VPinternal subjets.I will address these two assumptions in order. As ounterexamples to the �rst assumption we anobserve the examples in (12), all attested examples from Linzen's blogs orpus:(12) a. yašvasat tamartamar ve-xiktaand-waiter be-beytin-house(GEN) aviha.her-father.`Tamar sat and waited in her father's house.'b. yašensleeps elenuat-us ha-benthe-son šelof gisi.my-brother-in-law.`My brother in law's son is sleeping at our house.'. antaAnswered mǐsehisomeone še-amrathat-said še-hithat-she mekabeletaepts hoda'otmessages avurfor šerut ha-lakoxot.the ustomer servie.`Someone answered and said that she takes messages for the ustomer servie.'d. azvuleft otanuus kamaa-few anašimpeople yekarim.dear.`A number of beloved people have left us.'e. patxaopened l-ito-me etACC ha-deletthe-door ozeret-bayitleaning-lady rusiyaRussian ve-xaviva.and-friendly.`A friendly Russian leaning lady opened the door for me.'The verbs yašav 'sat', ya šan 'slept' and ana 'answered' exempli�ed above, are all unergative verbsand they are all frequent in FI sentenes. In setion 2.3.3 I will argue that while unausative are farmore frequent than unergatives in FI sentenes, this is only a tendeny. Given an appropriate ontextalmost any verb an appear in FI sentenes9. The verbs azav 'left' and patax 'opened' in (12-d) and(12-e) are transitives, again, ontra to Shlonsky's assumption in (10).Counterexamples to the seond assumption are even easier to ome by. Indeed, about a full half of theFI sentenes in my sample of the Linzen orpus had de�nite subjets. Some examples are presentedin (13), many more were attested:9Alexiadou (2007) based on Borer (2005) ritiized the use of free inversion as an unausative diagnosti, amongother reasons, beause of the fat that unergatives sometimes appear in V1 onstrutions when there is an interveningloative between the verb and its subjet (e.g. example (12-b)) . It was pointed out to me by Tal Siloni (personalommuniation) that a ategorial syntati onstraint against unergative verbs in V1 onstrutions might still be viableif we limit our disussion to strit [V S℄ sentenes (verb initial sentenes where there is no intervening modi�er betweenthe verb and its subjet). However, as an be seen in examples (12-a) and (12-), unergative verbs an appear in strit[V S℄ sentenes even without suh modi�ers. Siloni points out that perhaps if we limit disourse ontext to �out ofthe blue� sentenes, then the onstraint holds. However, I am not ertain of that either as it seems to me that thefollowing exhange is feliitous: Q: xazarti! ma kore? 'I'm-bak! what's going on?' A: ilel moše me-hamakolet ve-amar ... 'alled Moshe from-the-groery-store and said ...'. Despite all this, it is de�nitely the ase that unergatives inV1 onstrutions are muh more frequent when there is an intervening modi�er. If one wishes to argue for a syntationstraint they will have to aommodate the above ounterexamples, and perhaps more importantly, provide a syntatiaount for the fat that V1 unergatives do appear in the presene of intervening modi�ers (and also oasionally instrit [V S℄ sentenes)�all these steps are absent from Shlonsky's aount.8



(13) a. hitxilbegan ha-tekes.the-eremony.`The eremony began'b. nǐsberabroke lito-me ha-kos.the-glass.`The glass was broken.'To summarize, Shlonsky's syntati aount for free inversion is based on onstraints against theappearane of unergative/transitive prediates and de�nite subjets in FI sentenes. These onstraintsappear to be empirially untenable. In order to aount for the full range of data we will have toonsider other fators beyond the verb's argument struture.2.2 V1 Sentenes as Theti Sentenes2.2.1 IntrodutionMelnik (2002, 2006) motivates the hoie of the V1 word order in terms of the distintion betweentheti and ategorial judgments (or propositions). Categorial judgments are propositions that onsistof two ats: the at of naming an entity and the at of making a statement about it. Theti judgmentson the other hand, are viewed as a logially simple expression of an event or situation. Melnik arguesthat V1 onstrutions are the mehanism used in Hebrew to express theti judgments. Aordingly,the funtion of the inverted word order is to di�erentiate theti judgments from ategorial ones.In what follows I will review a number of approahes to thetiity, and then disuss Melnik's approahand its shortomings. I will argue that in order to use the term in a way that aligns best with HebrewV1 onstrutions, one has to adopt an interpretation that regards theti sentenes as sentenes whosesubjet is not topial, e�etively rendering it equivalent to the proposal I present in this thesis. I willonlude by arguing that suh an interpretation of thetiity is not only onsistent with Hebrew V1onstrutions, but is also the most e�etive one ross-linguistially.2.2.2 Theti and Categorial JudgmentsThe distintion between theti and ategorial judgments originates in the theories of Brentano (1874)and Marty (1918), and was adapted to modern linguistis by Kuroda (1972). The term judgment wasused in the early works and it relates to the way the speaker pereives the situation she is reportingon. Kuroda (1972, p. 154) argued that it might be appropriate to replae it with a more modernterm suh as proposition or statement, but he retained it in his 1972 paper for onveniene (in orderto remain onsistent with Brentano and Marty's terminology). Thus terms suh as theti judgmentsand theti propositions are used somewhat interhangeably today. Kuroda explained the distintionin the following passage (Kuroda, 1972, p. 154):�This theory assumes, unlike either traditional or modern logi, that there are two di�erentfundamental types of judgments, the ategorial and the theti. Of these, only the for-mer onforms to the traditional paradigm of subjet�prediate, while the latter representssimply the reognition or rejetion of material of a judgment. Moreover, the ategorialjudgment is assumed to onsist of two separate ats, one the at of reognition of that9



whih is to be made the subjet, and the other, the at of a�rming or denying what isexpressed by the prediate about the subjet. With this analysis in mind, the theti andthe ategorial judgments are also alled the simple and the double judgments.It is important to note that when Kuroda mentions subjet�prediate he does not refer to the gram-matial subjet in the sense I will be using throughout this thesis (see setion 3.2 and Appendix B),but rather to the element that the sentene is about, i.e. the topi10. In urrent terms, it an be saidthat the ategorial judgment onforms to a topi�omment paradigm, while the theti judgment istopiless.Kuroda used the theti/ategorial distintion to aount for partile seletion in Japanese (ga/wa).He exempli�ed the distintion with the following sentene pair:(14) a. Inua/the dog gaPAR hasitte iru.is running.`A/The dog is running.'b. Inuthe dog waPAR hasitte iru.is running.`The dog is running.'Kuroda explains that in a situation where an English speaker noties a dog running in the street andsays a dog is running, a Japanese speaker would use the sentene with the partile ga. The reason isthat the speaker pereives or judges the situation he wishes to report as event entral. His goal is notto onvey some new information about the dog, but rather to report an event of running in whih thedog happens to partiipate. Kuroda suggests to analyze suh judgment as:(15) a. Running of X.b. X is a dog.Kuroda later emphasizes that a situation an be judged as theti even in ases where its partiipantis disourse old:Consider the same situation in whih a dog is running ... but assume that the dog is notan arbitrary dog but a ertain de�nite dog familiar to the speaker or whose identity hasalready been established to the speaker and hearer. As in the previous ase, the speakerreognized X's running ... but the speaker refers to X perhaps by the dog's name, say,Fido, in ase the name is known to him, or perhaps by some de�nite noun phrase like thedog in ase the identity of the dog has been otherwise established.(16) a. FidoFido gaPAR hasitte iru.is running.`Fido is running.'10In his paper, Kuroda writes that his onept of subjet should be distint from the 'topi', but that is only beausehe onsiders topi to be 'old information'. He is atually arguing that the onept of 'what the sentene is about' shouldbe separate from the old/new information dihotomy. I aept this point and disuss it in setion C.3. However, sinemy de�nition of topi is in terms of aboutness alone, it results that Kuroda's subjet is exatly what I am alling topi.10



b. InuThe gadog hasitte iru.is running.'The dog is running.`In Kuroda's terms a sentene like Fido is running is topiless in ases where the speaker pereivesit as an event reporting sentene that just happens to involve Fido. We an understand then, thatKuroda's de�nition of topi is ognitive, it refers to an element about whih the speaker intends toadd information, and not just an element about whih the speaker happens to add knowledge beauseit is partiipating in an event the speaker is reporting.Kuroda further notes, that if a sentene has any topial elements it should be onsidered ategorial.He presents the following examples:(17) a. Inuthe-dog waPAR niwa dein the garden nekoat oPAR oikakete iru.is hasing.`The dog is hasing the at in the garden.'b. Nekothe-at waPAR inua/the-dog gaPAR niwa dein the garden oikakete iru.is hasing.`The at is being hased by a/the dog in the garden.'. Niwa dein the garden waPAR inua/the-dog gaPAR nekoat oPAR oikakete iru.is hasing.`In the garden, a/the dog is hasing a/the at.'Kuroda argued that Japanese re�ets the theti/ategorial distintion through its wa/ga marking.He made no attempt to argue that other languages re�et it as well, and in fat, he impliitly arguedthat English does not re�et it by arguing that in English a sentene suh as The dog is running isambiguous between a theti and ategorial reading.Melnik (2002, 2006) de�nes theti sentenes in a way similar to Kuroda's. In Melnik (2002, p. 159)she writes:The distintion between theti and ategorial expressions, then, is that ategorial expres-sions are 'about something' while theti expressions are not. Thus, ategorial expressionsontain a 'prediation base' while theti expressions do not.While Melnik does not expliitly all theti sentenes topiless, her de�nition in terms of aboutness andprediation base appears to be equivalent. Aboutness and prediation base are in themselves termsused to de�ne topis and their lak�a way to de�ne topiless sentenes. This de�nition leads Melnikto introdue a aveat to the generalization that V1 onstrutions are used to enode theti expressions.The aveat relates to the [V O S℄ and [V DAT S℄ onstrutions in (18):(18) Q: What happened?/What happened to you?a. aktsaStung otime dvora.a bee.`A bee stung me.'b. nikre'utore lito-me ha-mixnasayim.the-pants.`My pants tore.' 11



Melnik states that when the ontext is the seond question (what happened to you? ) there is noway to argue that the answer is not 'about something' and thus the sentenes are ategorial. Sheonludes that the [V O S℄ and [V DAT S℄ onstrutions are ambiguous between a theti expressionand ategorial one, and that in their ategorial guise the prediation base is the O/DAT argument.I would add, that in the examples above it does not really matter if the question is What happened?or What happened to you? Whenever a speaker asks an addressee What happened? and where theanswers above are feliitous, I believe it is ontextually likely that the question regards the addressee.With this issue in mind, Lambreht (1994) devised a more inlusive de�nition of thetiity. Observethe following examples from (Lambreht, 1994, p. 137):(19) Q: How's your nek?a. My nek HURTS.b. Ilthe ollonek mime fa male.hurts. (Italian). Monmy ounek ilit meme fait mal.hurts. (Frenh)d. KubiNek waPAR itai.hurts. (Japanese)(20) Q: What's the matter?a. My NECK hurts.b. Mime fa malehurts ilthe ollo.nek. (Italian). J'aiI monmy ounek quihave meme fait mal.hurts. (Frenh)d. KubiNek gaPAR itai.hurts. (Japanese)Lambreht referred to the sentenes in (19) and (20) as allosentenes and desribed them as seman-tially idential but pragmatially distint. Their pragmati funtion, aording to Lambreht, is toenode the theti and ategorial expressions in the di�erent languages. English ontrasts aented andnon-aented subjets, Italian ontrasts post verbal and preverbal subjets, Frenh ontrasts leftedand detahed subjets and Japanese marks the subjets (ga vs. wa). Aording to Lambreht (2000)the manifestation of the theti ategory ('Sentene Fous' in his terminology) is motivated by a singlepriniple - the priniple of paradigmati ontrast, that is, the need to be minimally distint from theorresponding ategorial ('Prediate Fous') struture. Lambreht laims that this is ahieved bydetopialization of what is prototypially the topi. In the proess of detopialization, the subjetloses some of its subjet properties in a proess of subjet-objet neutralization.It is already evident from the examples above that Lambreht's onept of thetiity is distint fromthat of Kuroda and Melnik's. Examining (20-a) it is safe to assume that the speaker intends to onveyinformation about himself, and thus the pronoun my represents the speaker as the topi. This sentenewould be onsidered ategorial by Kuroda and Melnik, but it is one of Lambreht's favorite examplesfor a theti sentene and is now ommonly disussed in other papers on thetiity as well (f. Sasse,2006). Lambreht (1994, p. 144,145) explains:I would like to emphasize that the formal ontrast between the marked ategory of theti12



sentenes and the unmarked ategory of topi-omment (or ategorial) sentenes ruiallyinvolves the grammatial relation subjet [...℄ It is not the absene of any topi relationthat haraterizes theti sentenes but the absene of a topi relation between the proposi-tion and that argument whih funtions as the topi in the ategorial ounterpart [...℄ inthe unmarked ase this ategorial topi argument is the subjet. It is in priniple possiblefor non-subjet onstituents to have topi status in theti sentenes [...℄ What ounts forthe de�nition of the formal ategory �theti sentene� is that the onstituent whih wouldappear as the subjet NP in a orresponding ategorial allosentene gets formally markedas non-topi, resulting in a departure from the unmarked pragmati artiulation in whihthe subjet is the topi and the prediate the omment.Lambreht's idea of thetiity is then di�erent from Melnik and Kuroda's in that he does not onsidertheti sentenes to be topiless, but rather sentenes in whih the subjet is not the topi. The twoapproahes to thetiity oinide with regard to anonial (topiless) theti sentenes suh as it's rainingor there is a god, but Lambreht's approah allows for the inlusion of many sentene strutures whihinlude a topial element that is not the subjet. These strutures prove quite prevalent in Hebrew V1sentenes, hene the advantage of this approah to thetiity with regard to the phenomenon at hand.2.2.3 CritiismMy ritiism of Melnik's proposal has been impliitly stated in setion 2.2.2. Melnik's de�nition ofthetiity appears to address anonial theti sentenes suh as yored geshem 'it's raining' or yeš elohim'There is a God', and other [V S℄ sentenes suh as hitxil ha-tekes 'began the eremony' or nigmarmer 'Marh ended'. But it exludes many [V O S℄ and [V DAT S℄ sentenes and thus exludes a largeportion of V1 sentenes. The sentenes in (21) are just a few of the examples from my sample of theLinzen orpus:(21) a. nigmarended l-ito-me ha-xofeš.the-vaation.`My vaation ended.'b. hitxil�irted itiwith-me mǐsehusomeone benof-age esrimtwenty ve-štayim.and-two.`Some twenty two year old man made a pass at me.'. hǐstatkubeame-silent lito-me ha-raglayim.the-feet.`My feet went numb.'In fat 37.5% of the V1 examples in my sample of Linzen's orpus were of a [V O S℄/[V DAT S℄struture, and in most ases the O/DAT was the topial element. Adopting Melnik's de�nition willexlude these sentenes for no good reason. Lambreht's de�nition, on the other hand, is equivalentto the approah disussed in hapter 3, and results in a better empirial overage of the data.
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2.3 P1 Situation Types2.3.1 IntrodutionKuzar (1990, 2006b,a, forthoming)11 argues that the hoie of word order is determined by a mappingbetween propositions expressing situation types and sentene patterns whih in turn determine theirform. This mapping relies on a ombination of semanti and pragmati onsiderations and the oneptas a whole is similar in many ways to other works in onstrution grammar (f. Goldberg, 1995, 2006)12.In what follows I will introdue the details of sentene patterns and their semanti organization (setions2.3.2 and 2.3.3), and go on to disuss and ritiize some aspets of this approah relating to the roleof information struture in motivating word order (setion 2.3.4).2.3.2 Sentene PatternsKuzar (forthoming) ompares a sentene pattern to a multi-dimensional ube, whose dimensionsare: mood, polarity, modality, information struture and word order. One a proposition desribing aertain situation type is assoiated with a sentene pattern, the pattern will take into aount all of theproposition's parameters and yield its grammatial form (in our ase, its word order). For the Hebrewpatterns disussed in Kuzar (forthoming), the word order within a pattern is for the most part �xed,so mapping a proposition to a sentene pattern will e�etively determine its word order. The mappingitself is done by onsidering the semantis and information struture properties of the proposition andmathing it with the available options o�ered by the patterns available in Hebrew. Semantially, thesentene patterns are organized in a prototype struture so it is possible for a proposition to �t morethan one pattern.Kuzar's sentene patterns for Hebrew an be broadly split into two types, the S1 (subjet �rst) sentenepatterns and the P1 (prediate �rst) sentene patterns. The S1 sentene patterns inlude the verbalsentene pattern, V S-pattern13, whih is the home of volitional ations (dan axal tapu'ax 'Dan ate anapple'), and the opula sentene pattern, COP S-pattern, whih provides bakground information aboutdisourse entities (dan adam tov 'Dan is a good person'). The P1 sentene patterns are further dividedinto major and minor sentene patterns. The major sentene patterns inlude the existene sentenepattern, EX S-pattern, the evaluative sentene pattern, EV S-pattern, and the sentene pattern ofenvironmental onditions, ENV S-pattern. The minor sentene patterns are used with deterioratingentities, body part onditions, animal indued onditions and ost expressions. Table 1 lists situationtypes that are expressed in P1 sentene patterns, along with example sentenes14.11Kuzar was kind enough to provide me with his yet unpublished book about sentene patterns (Kuzar, forthoming).In the ourse of this thesis I have reviewed and ited di�erent drafts of this book. I have made an e�ort to updatethe page numbers and itations so as to �t the book's �nal draft but obviously disrepanies may exist between theinformation provided here and the book's published version.12There are however di�erenes between Kuzar's approah and onstrution grammar, espeially onerning the detailsof the two formalisms. The reader is referred to Kuzar (forthoming, hapter 1) for an overview of the two formalismsand their di�erenes.13Kuzar uses the term V S-pattern (i.e. the verbal sentene pattern) to desribe the anonial S1 sentene. This turnsout to be a bit onfusing in the ontext of this work sine I often use the term VS sentenes (i.e. verb-subjet sentenes)for the exat opposite. In order to avoid onfusion, when using Kuzar's term the exat notation above will always beused (i.e. V spae S dash pattern) .14Kuzar designated a sentene pattern for animal indued onditions. In table 1 I have taken the liberty to renameit to the transitive objet sentene pattern. Kuzar onsidered examples suh as aka oti dvora 'stung me a-bee', butthe same onstrution is used for other situation types that involve diret or indiret objets in whih the subjet isnot the topi (e.g. aar oti šoter 'arrested me a-polieman' or hitxil iti mǐsehu b-a-mesiba '�irted with-me someoneat-the-party', see also the attested examples from the Linzen orpus in (12)).14



The sentene patterns form a �eld, whih is diagrammed in Figure 3 (f. Kuzar, forthoming, p. 162).To summarize, Kuzar argues that when faed with the need to report a partiular situation type, thespeaker selets a sentene pattern appropriate for the situation, and the sentene pattern determinesthe word order. Sometimes a situation has a meaning or pragmati struture that are losely related tothose of more than one sentene pattern. In these ases, a situation an be mapped to more than onepattern. The mapping proess is in�uened mostly by the semantis and pragmatis of the propositiondesribing the situation, and it will be onsidered in the next two hapters.2.3.3 Coneptual Categories and the Existential ConstrutionAs previously disussed in setion 2.1.3, Shlonsky (1997) argued that ation verbs (whih are unerga-tives) are impossible in V1 sentenes, and that only unausative verbs are allowed there. This obser-vation an be aounted for by Kuzar's theory as well, if we notie that the V S-pattern is the homefor ations, and V1 S-patterns are assoiated with situations of existene and appearane, whih arenormally denoted by unausative verbs. However, it was shown in example (12) that agentive ationsdo infrequently appear in P1 sentenes and we argued that this presents a problem for a theory ofsyntati onstraints suh as Shlonsky's.Observe another example from the daily newspaper Ha'aretz. The speaker quoted, is a person whowas attaked by a group of boys15:(22) a. kamafew dakotminutes axar-kaxlater halaxtiI-went leyadnear migrašourt ha-kaduregel.the-soer. rauran le-kivuniin-my-diretion šlošetthreeha-e'irim.the-young.`A few minutes later I walked by the soer ourt. The three hildren ran towards me.'The event denoted by (22) is an agentive event of running. How an its meaning �t that of any ofKuzar's P1 sentene patterns?To answer this, we should note that Kuzar de�nes the meaning of his major sentene patterns interms of oneptual ategories. The internal organization of a oneptual ategory (hereafter CC) isthat of a prototype based radial ategory in whih the ore is unmarked and the periphery beomesprogressively more marked (f. Lako�, 1987, p. 91-117 and Kuzar, forthoming, p. 118-120). It an bethought of as a series of rings, with the ore meaning at the inner ring, and the periphery progressivelyenlosing it. The relation between the ore and the periphery is suh that the unmarked ore meaningis always implied by the more spei� peripheral meaning.A CC is organized pragmatially as well as semantially. Thus, in the ore meaning and its loserings we �nd prediates with a strong lexial-semanti meaning orresponding to the CC, and in thefurther away rings, we'll see prediates that do not inherently arry the CC meaning, but an attainthe meaning through the ombination of the disourse ontext, the meaning embedded in the sentenepattern, and the oasional presene of various modi�ers.From the three P1 oneptual ategories surveyed in Kuzar (forthoming), the CC of existene is theone of most interest to us. It overs the vast majority of V1 sentenes (in both token and type, see15http://www.haaretz.o.il/hasite/pages/ShArtPE.jhtml?itemNo=503255&ontrassID=2&subContrassID=21&sbSubContrassID=015



Table 1: P1 Situation TypesSit. Type ExampleExistene/Negative Existene yeš bxirot 'EXIST eletions'Presentation higi'a rakevet, 'arrived a-train'Possession yes l-i sefer 'EXIST to-me a-book'Negative Possession ein l-i sefer 'NEG EXIST to-me a-book', ne'elam l-iha-darkon 'is gone to-me the-passport'Deteriorating Entity nikre'a l-i ha-xula 'was-torn to-me the-shirt',hitkavu ha-mixnasayim 'shrank the-pants'Body-part ondition nishbar l-i ha-af 'broke to-me the-nose', koevet l-ihabeten 'hurts to-me the-stomah'Transitive topial objetonstrution aka oti dvora 'stung me a-bee', aar oti shoter,'arrested me a-polieman'

VS1 N COPCOP A COPP COP

EX Deteriorating EntityEX/EV CostEV Body-part ConditionP1 Animal Indued Condition
ENV PredP-aloneFigure 3: The �eld of S-patterns in Hebrew.
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Table 2 and the disussion below). In the ore of this ategory is the existene prediate yeš 'there-is'and it has three peripheral rings.1. First ring: verbs with a strong existential meaning: kara 'happen', him²ix 'ontinue', ni²'ar'remain', ho�'a 'appear', ba 'ome', noar 'emerge', ala 'arise', hitpate'ax 'develop', amax 'grow'.2. Seond ring:(a) verbs of motion that along with a omplement and with the onstrution fore of the EXS-pattern aquire the existential-presentational meaning: azav 'leave', nafal 'fall', hegi'ax'surfae'.(b) verbs that express intrinsi behavior or state of being of an entity. (doleket kan nura 'is-lit here a-light-bulb', xonot kan kirkarot e yefey�yot 'are-parked here arriages (of)treebeautiful', amax bagina perax 'grew in-the-garden a-�ower', niftax ha-petax 'was-openedthe-opening', nisdak hasedek 'was-raked the-rak').3. Third ring: Prediates with no existential meaning: the verbs asa 'has done' and ana 'answered'.See Kuzar's examples in (23):(23) a. le�aording-to meitavthe-best-of zixronimy-memory asamade etACC ha-seretthe-movie stivensteven spilberg.spielberg.`If my memory serves me, the movie was produed by Steven Spielberg'.b. be-exadin-one-of ha-xiyugimthe-dialings halaluthose anaanswered lito-me kola-voie seksi.sexy.`One of my alls was answered by a sexy voie.'Coming bak to the example in (22), we an note that beause of the diretional omplement le-kivuni'in my diretion' the event also has an aspet of meaning that relates to appearane and thus toexistene. The event in (22), while not existential per se an still fall under the seond ring of theexistential CC, and an thus be expressed by the EX S-pattern.Kuzar (2006b) further argues that the EX S-pattern is a produtive pattern in Hebrew. It seems thatwhenever a non typial V1 verb is plaed in a V1 onstrution it obtains an existential �avor. Table 2lists the frequenies of the di�erent V1 verbs in my sample of Linzen's blogs orpus. Exept for fourverbs, all the frequent verbs were existene verbs (and bear in mind that the most frequent V1 verb,the existene prediate yeš, was exluded from my sample beause of its �xed word order). Bearingin mind these data and onsidering that grammatiization is sensitive to frequenies, Kuzar's laim isstrongly supported.
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Table 2: [V S℄ verb types and their frequeniesPrediate Frequeny Funtionhigi'a 'arrived' 55 existene, presentationavar 'past' 46 existenenigmar 'was-over' 28 existenehitxil 'began' 28 existeneba 'ame' 23 presentationyaa 'left' 14 existenenish'ar 'remained' 12 existenehalax 'went' 9 existenekara 'happened' 8 existenenixnas 'entered' 8 presentationhistayem 'was-over' 7 existenenoar 'was-reated' 6 existeneyashav 'sat' 6 existeneyarad 'went-down' 6 existeneala 'rose, went-up' 5 existene, presentationnishbar 'broke' 3 hange of statenafal 'fell' 3 hange of statehalax le'olamo 'died' 3 existenemet 'died' 2 existeneThe attentive reader might notie that I have labeled verbs suh as halax 'went' and yarad 'went-down'as existene verbs. This is in fat another indiation of the validity of Kuzar's arguments. My sampleof the Linzen orpus revealed time and time again that verbs that are normally agentive in the S1word order, an also appear in V1 sentenes, but with a non-agentive meaning.(24) a. halaxwent l-ito-me ha-kol.the-voie.`I lost my voie.'b. rauran l-ito-me hayomtoday tekstimtexts b-a-roš.in-the-head.`(Di�erent) texts were going through my mind today.'. yaradwent-down šeleg.snow.`It snowed.'One may argue that the meaning of the above V1 prediates is so distant from the meaning of the orre-sponding agentive S1 prediates that they should in fat be onsidered di�erent prediates. While I donot fully share this sentiment, I wish to point out that there are examples where the V1 prediate learlymaintains its original meaning, but also gains an existential �avor from the onstrution. Considerfor example the following ontext: ani hekamti et ha-(itadyon|opera|bama|iton) bi-šnot ha-šmonim'I founded the (stadium|opera|stage|news paper) in the eighties.' All the following ontinuations�all sentenes ontaining anonial unergative prediates in their original meanings but with a strongexistential aspet�are learly feliitous:(25) a. rauran b-oin-it meitav�nest ha-koxavimthe-stars šelof ha-tkufa.that-period.18



`The best athletes of that period ran there.'b. šarusang b-ain-it meitav�nest zamareisingers ha-tkoufa.the-period.`The best singers of that period sang there.'. na'amuspoke b-ain-it gdoley�nest ha-am.the-nation.`The nation's �nest spoke there.'d. katvuwrote b-oin-it meitav�nest ha-katavimthe-reporters šelof ha-tkufa.the-period.`The �nest reporters of that period wrote there.'From the four sentenes in (25) it was sentene (25-d) that was attested in Linzen's blogs orpus16. Theother sentenes are similar and are learly feliitous. These sentenes illustrate that when the ontextstrongly sets up a non-subjet element as topial (in the ase of the above sentenes the element b-o'in-it' is of ourse the topi) even ore unergative prediates an appear in the V1 order. The fat thatthese examples are infrequent, as I explained above, is also predited by Kuzar, sine these verbs areat the third ring of the EX S-pattern and speakers in similar situations will often hoose more ommonexistential prediates in their plae.From these examples I onlude, following Kuzar, that given a supportive ontext, basially any verban appear in V1 onstrutions. Coneptual ategories an explain both the fat that we an �nda-typial ation verbs in P1 sentenes, and their relative infrequeny being peripheral to the relevantCC.2.3.4 CritiismThe bulk of Kuzar's work is dediated to desribing di�erent sentene patterns, disussing their syntax,semantis and pragmatis. This data driven investigation allows for a muh deeper understandingof these onstrutions. For instane, it predits the kinds of prediates we typially observe in P1sentenes in a way that explains both their diversity and their relative frequenies. In that respetKuzar's aount is ompelling and aurate. I do however di�er somewhat from Kuzar on issues ofmotivation and in partiular on the extent in whih information struture onsiderations a�et thehoie of word order.Kuzar (forthoming, p. 168-169) argues that information struture an be said to motivate the hoieof word order only with respet to the major sentene patterns: Ations and bakground states17 arehinged on a topi and thus require a topi-omment S1 onstrution, while existene and evaluationdo not hinge on a topi and would thus be enoded in a topiless V1 onstrution. Kuzar howevergoes on to argue that in the ase of minor and non-prototypial situation types this is not the aseand that only the situation type itself an diretly motivate word order.Kuzar bases this laim on two types of arguments. Firstly, minor situation types an both advane theplot or deviate from it, they an be onstrued as either topi-omment or topiless sentenes�theyare thus not naturally suited to any partiular word order. For instane, a possessive statement anbe either a link in the topial aboutness hain (e.g. ani bediaon. maxar yeš li mivxan 'I'm depressed.16The atual ontext for the sentene was ha-olam ha-ze ke-iton haya meratek 'ha-olam ha-ze as-a-newspaper wasfasinating'.17In this ontext, Kuzar takes bakground states to be situation types expressed in opula sentenes, i.e. dan hu yeledtov 'Dan is a-boy good'. 19



tomorrow there-is to-me a-test'), or deviate from it by providing bakground information (ani lo yaxollaet axšav. yeš le-mishehu me-ha-avoda yom-huledet 'I not able to-leave now. there-is to-someoneat-work a-birthday'). Seondly, Kuzar notes that SVO languages use di�erent word orders to expressthe same pragmati struture. Take for instane example (26) below (adapted from similar examplesin Kuzar (forthoming, p.168-169)):(26) Q:Q: mawhat karahappened lexa?to-you? A:A: yešthere-is lito-me ke'eva-headahe. roš`Q: What happened to you? A:I have a headahe'.The inverted Hebrew sentene yeš li ke'ev rosh 'there-is to-me a-headahe' is a topi-omment sentenein whih the topi is the speaker (realized by the dative element li) and the omment is the newinformation added about the speaker, that she has a headahe. The same situation and thus thesame topi-omment relations are expressed in English in the V S-pattern�I have a headahe. Kuzaronludes that it is not information struture onsiderations, i.e. the deviation from topi-ommentpropositions, that motivate the Hebrew word order in these ases, but rather the situation type itself(or more preisely, the fat that the situation type of possession is mapped into the EX S-pattern inHebrew and to the V S-pattern in English).What I believe is being missed here, is that as suggested by Givón (1976a) and Lambreht (1994, 2000),it is not the autonomous e�et of information struture that is so relevant to the hoie of word order,but rather its interation with the grammatial ategory of subjet. If we take the VS word order tobe motivated by the need to ode non-topial subjets then all of Kuzar's reservations disappear andwe are left with a very strong generalization that is valid for major and minor situation types alike.Indeed, if we reexamine Kuzar's ommon V1 situation types given in table 1 on page 16, we note thatin all ases, irrespetive of the questions of whether the sentene has a topi or not and whether itadvanes the story line or deviates from it, all V1 sentenes have non-topial subjets. Furthermore,in the ase of the sentenes in (26) I will argue that it is the hoie of subjet that is di�erent betweenHebrew and English18. One the subjet is seleted, the fat that the English sentene model will beS1 and that the Hebrew sentene model will be V1 is fully preditable from our generalization.Despite these fats, I do agree with Kuzar that information struture an not by itself aount for thewhole range of data (see hapter 3 and in partiular setion 3.4 below). I would like to suggest however,that the in�uene of information struture on the hoie of word order is stronger than suggested byKuzar and is not limited to the prototypial instanes of the major situation types. Furthermore,while I agree with Kuzar that ultimately word order is determined by the language spei� mappingof situation types into grammatial forms, I suggest that this mapping is probabilisti in nature andthat it is best modeled by an approah that takes into aount the relative in�uene of various aspetsof the situation (or more preisely, of the proposition desribing the situation). Indeed, Kuzar himselfnotes that the mapping is not fully preditable, among other reasons beause of the fat that SV isthe unmarked word order and it an aommodate many of the P1 situation types. However, he stopsshort of providing a omprehensive aount of the exat fators that bear on this mapping and oftheir relative strengths. In that respet the aount I'll present in hapters 4 and 5 an be seen as anexpliation of this aspet of his framework.18In setion 3.2 and appendix B, I argue that the grammatial subjet is the mehanism language use to uniformlyode aspets of propositions that usually manifest themselves in the same sentene element. In that respet Englishseems to onsider animay to be a key fator in the oding of subjets and Hebrew seems to prefer the ause or soureof the eventuality. 20



3 Inversion as a Low Topiality marker3.1 OverviewThe unmarked pragmati struture of propositions is topi-omment. Sine Hebrew is an SVO languageand sine the subjet for the most part oinides with the topi19, we get that the unmarked Hebrewsentene is an SVO sentene in whih the subjet is also the topi. Givón (1976a) argued that whenthe speaker wishes to onvey a proposition in whih the subjet is not the topi, she will signify it byusing a di�erent grammatial form20. Hebrew V1 onstrutions an then be seen as this marked form,and their funtion is therefore to signify deviane from the unmarked pragmati struture�to marknon topial subjets21.Lambreht (1994, 2000) used a similar notion in order to motivate grammatial forms ross linguis-tially. Lambreht termed the SVO topi-omment sentenes (where the subjet is also the topi)prediate fous sentenes22 and argued that ross-linguistially the need to signify deviation from theunmarked prediate fous struture motivates the availability of di�erent grammatial forms�markedby either intonation or word order�and their assoiation with various linguisti features. Lambrehtsuggestion is then similar to Givón's sine sentenes (with a subjet) that deviate from the prediatefous struture will always have non-topial subjets23. Lambreht (1994) disussed two types of prag-mati strutures that should be di�erentiated from prediate fous: (i) sentene fous: a pragmatistruture in whih both the subjet and the prediate are in fous (and thus not topial. e.g. Q:What's the matter? A: My ar broke down), and (ii) narrow fous: a pragmati struture in whihthe subjet is in fous but the prediate is part of the sentene presupposition (e.g. Q: what brokedown? A: my ar broke down). Lambreht onsidered narrow fous and sentene fous to be separateformal ategories that an be expressed grammatially in di�erent ways (in English both struturesare expressed by the same intonation pattern�a pattern that is di�erent from that of prediate foussentenes). Narrow fous sentenes of the type mentioned in the literature are very rare in disourse(this is due to the fat that when faed with a question like what broke down? the speaker will normallyjust reply my ar and will not repeat the prediate) and so I will not be able to say muh on thisissue. This disussion does indiate however, that while the Hebrew V1 word order is one onstrution19The strong statistial orrelation between subjets and topis is ross-linguisti (at least in languages that learlymark subjets). This orrelation is not surprising sine the funtion of the subjet is, to an extent, to ode the topi(see setion 3.2 and appendix B).20To be preise Givón favored a salar onept of topiality over the disrete onept of topi. Givón used the termtopiality to refer to a degree of topihood. He also devised a method to measure the topiality of an NP from itstextual surroundings but as I will argue in note 68 on page 59 I am not fully on�dent that his measurement system isin aord with the de�nitions of topi I will be disussing in this hapter. While I am not in priniple against a salarview of topiality, I will not adopt this approah in this work. The terms topihood and topiality will thus refer to thesame thing�the quality of being a topi. In the oasions where I refer to an element as having high or low topiality,the statement should be interpreted as a referene to the probability of the element to be onsidered the sentene topi(based on its linguisti features, see setion 3.5).21Marked word order is one of the two main grammatial forms languages use to ode non topial subjets, the otherbeing intonation. Many languages, Hebrew inluded, use both mehanisms to various degrees. While I do not havequantitative data to bear on this, it an be observed that SVO sentenes with non-topial subjets will often involve adeviant intonation pattern where the subjet is stressed. Givón (1976a) argued that languages an be put on a ontinuumwith regard to their degree of reliane on both mehanisms: on the one hand English relies mostly on intonation, on theother hand Spanish relies mostly on word order, and Hebrew is in between, ombining both mehanisms. Givón furtherargued that Hebrew is gradually shifting toward a more prevalent use of intonation, but disussion of these fats fallswell outside the bounds of this thesis. For a reent omprehensive typologial study of these fats see (Sasse, 2006).22The name prediate fous stems from the fat that the prediate, i.e. the verb and its objet, are not topial andare in the fous domain.23the only other way to oneive a deviation from prediate fous that does not involve non-topial subjets is if thesentene has a topial subjet but no omment. This all-topi sentene model (with no assertion) is not attested inhuman (adult) language. 21



that is motivated by the need to mark non-topial subjets, a more �ne grained examination of thespetrum of sentenes with non-topial subjets might point to other suh onstrutions. Narrow fousonstrutions are a ase in point, but due to the sarity of data I leave the question of their odingas a topi for further researh24.Following the above disussion I argue, following Givón, that the pragmati funtion direting our useof the Hebrew VS order is the marking of non-topial subjets. This idea an be exempli�ed with thefollowing passage from a �tional onversation between Dana and her friend:(27) Dana:Dana: kanitiI-bought mixnasayimpants xadašimnew b-a-kenyonin-the-mall etmol,yesterday, vekše-xazartiand-when-I-returned habaytahomesamtiI-put otamthem bi-mxonatin-the-mahine ha-kvisa.laundry. kše-hitorartiWhen-I-woke-up ba-bokerin-the-morning badaktiI-hekedma šlomam,how are they doing, ve-atand-you lowon't ta'aminibelieve �� ha-mixnasayim hitkavu.the-pants shrank.`I bought a new pair of pants in the mall yesterday, and when I ame bak home I put themin the washing mahine. When I woke up this morning, I heked on them, and you won'tbelieve it � the pants shrank!'In the example in (27) the pants are learly topial by the time we proess the �nal lause. Beause ofthat, using an inverted word order at that point (e.g. hitkavu li ha-mixnasayim 'my pants shrank')would sound awkward ompared to Dana's original statement. Furthermore, in a disourse situationwhere the pants are not topial, the inverted word order will sound perfetly natural. See for instanea possible ontinuation to the passage in (27), this time involving (a gloomy) Dana and her mother:(28) a. ima:Mother: lamaWhy atyou auva?sad?`Why are you sad?'dana:Dana: hitavushrank lito-me ha-mixnasayimthe-pants ha-xadavsot.the-new.`My new pants shrank.'b. ima:Mother loNEG šamatiI-hear tov,well, mawhat karahappened l-a-mixnasayim?to-the-pants?`Mother: I didn't hear you well, what happened to the pants?'dana:Dana: hemthey hitkavu.shrank.`They shrank.'In Dana's reply in (28-a) the pants are not topial; the statement is not pereived as being about thepants but rather as a statement about the speaker, Dana, and the omment is that her pants shrank.This strengthens Givón's laim that inverted word orders mark non-topial subjets. Later still, in24There has been some deliberation in the literature on this issue. Melnik (2002, p. 141-142) argued that in Hebrewnarrow fous is not expressed by V1, but rather by intonation (giving as an example her judgment on the sentene Q:what broke? A: HA-AGARTAL nǐsbar 'THE-VASE broke'. She also asserted that the reply nǐsbar ha-agartal 'brokethe-vase' would be unaeptable in the given ontext.) Givón (1976a, p. 159) on the other hand argued that narrowfous sentenes an be expressed in the V1 order giving as an example his judgment on the sentene Q: Who gave youthe book? A: natna li oto ha-xavera šeli. 'gave to-me it the-girlfriend mine'. It seems to me that we should avoid usingintrospetive sentene judgments when disussing this issue. For the time being I am ontend with pointing out thedisagreement and deferring onlusions until further researh is arried out.22



(28-b), when Dana's mother asks her again what happened to the pants?, the pants beome topial andDana an only use the SV word order when replying they shrank (notie also that the use of a pronounin Dana's answer makes the VS order ompletely unaeptable).In the reminder of this hapter, I will expliate the onepts of subjet and topi while providingfurther evidene for the view that inverted sentenes mark non-topial subjets. I will argue however,that while marking non-topial subjets is the entral driving fore behind the hoie of the VS wordorder, it annot by itself aount for the whole range of data. Only an analysis that onsiders thesimultaneous in�uene of multiple fators an best aount for the phenomenon at hand.3.2 Subjet and TopiIn this thesis, I assume the existene (at least in Hebrew) of the grammatial ategory subjet and thepragmati ategory topi. In Hebrew the subjet is the element of the sentene that is haraterizedby agreement with verb and by the nominative ase (word order is not a very good indiator ofsubjethood in Hebrew, sine as this thesis demonstrates, Hebrew subjets an also appear afterthe verb). This de�nition equates the subjet with the grammatial subjet, and I'll be using theseterms interhangeably. Following Evans and Levinson (in press), I take the funtion of subjets tobe the uniform oding of various aspets of propositions that typially manifest themselves in thesame sentene element (e.g. topiality, agentivity, ausality et.) As for topis, I follow the traditionalde�nition, equating the topi with �what the sentene is about�. This onept is admittedly vague butin my opinion it an be partially lari�ed by using Gundel's de�nition (Gundel, 1988):(29) Topi De�nition: An entity, E, is the topi of sentene, S, i� in using S the speaker intendsto inrease the addressee's knowledge about, request information about, or otherwise get theaddressee to at with respet to E.Another way to understand aboutness is through Reinhart's atalog metaphor. Reinhart (1981) om-pares the speaker and the hearer's representation of the disourse ontext to a list of propositions theyonsider true�their ontext set. Reinhart suggests that in muh the same way that library booksare indexed by author or title, the propositions in our disourse ontext are indexed by topi. Onethe hearer enounters a new sentene, he identi�es its topi and �atalogues� the proposition under itsentry in the ontext set. If the proposition is topiless, it remains unatalogued (supposedly in a listof topiless propositions). Within this metaphor, the topi is seen as an instrution from the speakerto the hearer to atalogue a proposition under a spei� ontext set entry.The exat haraterization of the subjet and topi ategories is quite ontroversial and to a lesserextent so is their use as primitives in linguisti argumentation. An exhaustive disussion of these twoonepts is outside the sope of this thesis but the reader is referred to Appendixes B and C and tothe referenes therein for a more in depth disussion of these onepts.3.3 Inversion as a mehanism to mark non topial subjetsIn setion 3.1 I argued, following Givón (1976a) and Lambreht (1994, 2000), that the motivation forthe availability of V1 onstrutions and their assoiation with various linguisti features is the need to23



signify deviation from the unmarked topi-omment pragmati struture where the subjet is also thetopi�i.e. to mark non topial subjets.In order to exemplify the poteny of this generalization, let us review a representative sample of V1sentenes with di�erent kinds of prediates, subjets and modi�ers. If not otherwise spei�ed allexamples are from Linzen's blogs orpus.(30) Sentenes involving Existenea. yešEXISTS makot.25a-�ght.`There's a �ght'b. yoredfalls gešem.rain.`It's raining.'(31) Sentenes involving Appearanea. baame ha-menahelthe-manager ve-amarand-told l-ito-me še-anithat-I ovedetam-working b-a-kupa.at-the-register.`The manager approahed me and said that I'm working at the register.'b. higi'aarrived ha-pia.the-pizza.`The pizza arrived.'. ha-rakevetthe-train ara.stopped. alalimbed aleyhaon-top-of-it gevera-man benaged šǐsimsixty [...℄[...℄ ve-hityaševand-sat mi-id-iat-my-sideha-šeni.other.`The train stopped. A sixty years old man entered and sat in front of me.'(32) Sentenes involving Change of Statea. nirdamfell-asleep l-ito-me ha-gav.the-bak.`My bak went numb.'b. kmoas be-xolat-any hofa'aonert tova,good, [...℄,[...℄, nikrawas-torn l-oto-him ha-meytar.the-(guitar)-string.`As at every good onert, he tore his guitar string.'(33) Sentenes that involve a topial objeta. hitxil�irted itiwith-me mǐsehusomeone b-a-mesiba.at-the-party.`Someone made a pass at me at the party.'b. helxiapressured otime ha-noxexutthe-presene šelo.of-him.`I was pressured by his presene.'The existential sentenes in (30) are all topiless theti sentenes, and are therefore prototypial V1examples. The reason is that we do not onsider an ontologial laim of an entity's existene asinformation about the entity. The speaker in these sentenes normally attempts to report an event25http://www.tapuz.o.il/Forums2008/ViewMsg.aspx?ForumId=126&MessageId=1020596&r=124



rather than to provide information about an entity. This argument similarly holds for the appearanesentenes in (31). It should be noted however, that appearane sentenes will often involve non-topial entities that may or may not beome topial later on. We will not normally onsider theseentities topial in the lause where they were merely presented�mere appearane on the sene does notonstitute information about the entity26�if in subsequent disourse the speaker provides informationabout these entities' ations or traits then they'll beome topial. As for a subjet's hange of statesituations, when involving a dative element, it is frequently the dative element is topial and not thesubjet. In these ases the sentenes will tend to appear in the V1 order like the sentenes in (32).The sentenes in (33) exemplify this further�when the objet is the topi and not the subjet, thesesentenes will tend to appear in V1 order.The poteny of this generalization is also apparent when we examine the list of ommon V1 situationtypes devised by Kuzar (see table 1 on page 16). It is lear that irrespetive of the presene or abseneof a topi element, in all ases where a V1 sentene has a topi, that topi is not the subjet.This generalization is not entirely without exeptions but it is very robust and as demonstrated byLambreht (1994, 2000) it ross-linguistially plays a key role in motivating grammatial forms. In thenext setion the limitations of this generalization will be disussed and I will argue that despite its keyrole in motivating V1 onstrutions, it annot aount by itself for the �online� hoie of word order.3.4 Why topiality is not enoughIn setion 3.3 I have examined ommon V1 sentenes and it was evident that in all sentenes thesubjet was not the topi. However, we may not onlude that topiality is all that is required in orderto aount for the hoie of word order. The SVO order, being the unmarked word order, an oftenaommodate non-topial subjets, and furthermore, to a lesser degree, topial subjets an appearin the V1 word order. Consider the sentenes below from Linzen's blogs orpus (the subjets are inbold):(34) a. mermarh mistayem.is-ending.`Marh is oming to an end.'b. maxšavotthoughts rau.ran.`Thoughts were running (through my mind).'. ha-benthe-son šel-imine omeris-saying l-i:to-me: "aba,"dad, mǐsehusomeone herbihit l-i."27to-me."`My son is telling me: "dad, someone hit me."'The sentenes in (34) are all S1 sentenes where the subjet is not the topi. Sentene (34-a) is a thetitopiless sentene that reports a bakground situation; sentene (34-b) is again theti, this time thetopi (the speaker) is not mentioned in the sentene; and in sentene (34-) the topi is the speaker(the dative element l-i 'to-me') and so again, the subjet is not topial (as is also veri�ed by examining26One an also think of it in terms of the atalog metaphor. For instane in (31-a) the lause ba ha-menahel 'amethe-prinipal' just signi�es a possible future topi and perhaps opens a atalog entry for it, we would not tag the fatthat the prinipal arrived under his entry. Later, if information is given about his ations it will be labeled under hisnewly reated atalog entry and at that point he will beome topial.27"Born again" forum: http://s.tapuz.o.il/shirshurCommuna-8765-3365926.htm25



the ontinuation of that disourse). The hoie of word order in all these sentenes does not stemfrom the subjet being topial, but rather from di�erent fators. First of all, the S1 word order isunmarked so it an aommodate a wider range of situation types than the V1 word order. Beyondthat however, other fators are at work. In sentene (34-a) it may be the in�uene of the presenttense28. In sentene (34-b) there are really not that many fators that support the hoie of the S1word order. From the set of fators I will onsider in part II, only the subjet's length (1 word) favorsthe hoie of the S1 order. I suspet that in this ase the hoie was either due to pure hane or to theidiosynrati properties of the verb29. In sentene (34-) the hoie of word order an be attributedto numerous fators: the subjet's animay, the verb lass (an unergative, agentive verb) and the NPlength (1 word) are all fators that favor the S1 word order and that an aount for the word orderhoie in this ase.The following example shows that even the generalization that V1 sentenes ode low topiality is notwithout exeptions (the subjet of the relevant sentene is in bold).(35) nixnasentered porea-burglar ha-bayta,home, maafound eta ha-maftexotthe-keys alon ha-šulxanthe-table ve-lakaxand took eta ha-oto.the-ar. halaxwentha-oto.30the-ar.`A burglar entered my house, found the ar keys on the table and took the ar. The ar isgone.'In sentene (35) (i.e. halax ha-oto 'went the-ar') the subjet ha-oto 'the ar' is learly topial. Thetext is from a report about a onversation between a lient and his insurane ompany. The ar isthe disourse topi, it was mentioned in the immediately preeding sentene, it is de�nite and stronglytopial. The hoie of the V1 word order an stem in this ase from a ombination of the non-animayof the subjet, the verb lass (the verb in this ontext expresses (non) existene/hange of state) andprobably from the idiosynrati properties of the verb halax (in its existential meaning) that appearsto favor the V1 word order to an even larger degree than other unausative verbs.3.5 Topi HierarhiesOver the years, numerous studies onverged on a large group of grammatial features that appear toorrelate with topiality. These studies investigated various phenomena ranging over a highly diverselanguage base involving Semiti, Bantu, Slavi, Germani and Romane languages (f. Hawkinson andHyman, 1974, Timberlake, 1975, Givón, 1976,a, 1983, Comrie, 1981, Lambreht, 1994, inter alia).28I did not statistially model the e�et of tense on word order as it only beame apparent to me in later stages ofmy work. However, I did �nd a referene to this in�uene in the work of Shlonsky (1987, p. 143) who argued that thepresent tense lends verbs a more habitual and ontinuous aspet that makes them less appropriate for V1 sentenes.From the perspetive of topiality it does seem reasonable that habitual events will be assoiated with high topiality(disussing the habitual ation/behavior of a non-topial entity seems somewhat unlikely to me), but I did not enounterany researh on this issue. Naturally in the ontext of (34-a) the reported event is not habitual, but still, it is possiblethat due to its e�et on meaning the present tense as a whole beame somewhat disfavored in V1 sentenes. The exatin�uene of tense on word order should be further researhed.29in this ontext the verb expresses existene, whih is a property of V1 sentenes. However, some verbs behavedi�erently from others even within the same semanti group (i.e. some existene verbs prefer the V1 order more thanothers, et.) This aspet of idiosynrati meaning an also be modeled statistially by taking into aount the spei�verbs involved, but it requires a larger orpus that the one I used in this study.30blog post: http://www.yr.o.il/blog/index.php?m=200903&paged=226



Every suh feature represents a hierarhy�the higher the entity is in this hierarhy, the higher is itsprobability to be onsidered the topi. Table 3 lists the various features along with their values31.Table 3: Topi HierarhiesFeature/Hierarhy Feature ValuesPerson 1st > 2nd > 3rdAnimay Human > Non-HumanDe�niteness De�nite > Inde�niteThemati Role Agent > Benefator > PatientAessibility Old > Given > NewSubjet Coding Pronoun > Lexial NPNP Size Light > HeavyVerb Class Unergative > UnausativeThe di�erent hierarhies are a result of typologial researh, but the assoiation of all fators withtopiality is also very intuitive: people tend to talk about themselves more than they talk about otherpeople�hene the person hierarhy; they tend to talk about people more than they talk about inani-mate objets�hene the animay hierarhy; they tend to talk more about people who are performingations rather than entities reeiving ations�hene the themati hierarhy; they talk more aboutentities their listener has in mind then of new entities (and when they want to talk about new entitiesthey usually �rst introdue them and only then disuss them)�hene the aessibility hierarhy. Thesubjet oding hierarhy an be derived from aessibility (f. Ariel, 1988, 1990, 2001) and so an NPsize.It is interesting to note, that while the preise de�nition of topi remains ontroversial, the relevaneof topi hierarhies to various grammatial phenomena is well established and robust. Beause of thedi�ulty to de�ne topi in a preise non-intuitive way, we an use the orrelates to show its in�uene.If our assumption that the funtion of V1 sentenes is to mark non-topial subjets, then we wouldexpet that V1 onstrutions will lean toward the non-topial edge of all the topi hierarhies listedin table 3. Furthermore, sine grammatiization is sensitive to frequenies, we would also expet thatafter a while the above non-topial features will beome (at least softly) grammatiized and assoiatedwith V1 onstrutions. At that point the hoie of word order will not be in�uened only by theoneptual funtion of the onstrution, but rather by all the above fators, to various degrees. Inhapter 4 and 5 I will present results that show that this is indeed the ase�V1 onstrutions leanmore toward the non topial edge of all the topi hierarhies than S1 onstrutions, and furthermore,only the ombination of multiple fators predits the hoie of word order in an optimal manner.31Topi hierarhies deal with the topiality of entities and that is why all relevant features but one are features of NPs.The addition of the hierarhy for verb lass is my own but it is an immediate by-produt of the hierarhy of thematiroles (a subjet who is an agent normally entails an unergative verb whereas a subjet who is a patient normally entailsan unausative verb).
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3.6 Disussion and Conluding RemarksIn this hapter I have argued based on qualitative data and on the existing literature that the drivingfore behind the hoie of word order is the need to mark non topial subjets. I have argued that (i)the need to mark non topial subjets aounts for the assoiation of di�erent linguisti features withV1 onstrutions, and (ii) that sine grammatiization is sensitive to frequenies these features maynow in�uene word order themselves and only weighing their relative in�uene will best aount forword order data. In part II I will present a quantitative analysis that will on�rm that (i) all featuresthat orrelate with topiality indeed orrelate with word order in the expeted manner, and (ii) thatin order to best aount for word order data multiple weighted fators have to be taken into aount.There is however one remaining gap between the arguments set forth in this paper and the resultsobtained: even if the empirial results are aepted, there is no ompulsion to aept that it is theneed to mark non topial subjets that motivates the assoiation of the di�erent fators with V1onstrutions. The fators above all pattern the same way, so just as I have taken topiality as theoverarhing organizing priniple and used it to explain other hierarhies, one might selet a di�erentfator (e.g. aessibility) as the general priniple behind the hierarhies and onstrut a similar argu-ment.32 Another aount may avoid a unifying onept altogether. As disussed in setion 3.2 (seealso appendix B.2) I take the subjet to be a grammatial mehanism to ode propositional aspetsthat orrelate statistially. It an then be argued that the topi is just one fator that along with theother fators in setion 3.5 an a�et the oding of an element as the subjet. When the interationsbetween the fators are suh that the element is less �subjet like��this is marked by word order. Thisaount might atually be less speulative than the aount presented here, sine it does not makeany assumptions that are not baked up by quantitative analysis. Nevertheless, based at this pointon my own intuitive observations, as well as on existing work that supports a similar point of view,I would like to suggest that topiality does have a privileged role in the existene and availability ofgrammatial forms (and word orders) and in the assoiation of the other fators with them. Below aremy reasons for the above viewpoint:1. Marking non topial subjets is sensible from a disourse perspetive.If the hearer enounters a anonial subjet (i.e. haraterized by the triplet of ase, agreementand word order) he will tend to assume it is topial and proess it as suh (e.g. assoiate theproposition with it, see Reinhart's metaphor in setion 3.2). If that subjet is not topial thismay result in misalloated attention and an disrupt disourse. That goes to say�oding nontopial subjets is something that needs to be done.2. Word order alternations may be required more in the marking of non-topial subjets than inthe marking of other linguisti features.The semanti harateristis of an entity an normally be derived from its lexial entry (e.g.animay) or from ompositional semantis (e.g. agentivity). Likewise, marking aessibility is toa large extent ahieved by the entity's NP form (f. Ariel, 1988, 1990, 2001). For marking nontopial subjets, languages have developed di�erent means, and it seems that word order is oneof the more ommon ones (f. Sasse, 2006, for typologial data). That goes to say�the valuesof the other features I onsidered here an be inferred quite naturally by other means, so theyare less likely to require separate grammatial forms as their oding mehanism.32admittedly, the argumentation beomes less natural with other fators. Try for instane linking aessibility withverb lass 28



3. From my own impressions of the relevant data in the literature, and from initial analysis of myorpus, the subjet's topiality (or non topiality) seems to be a stronger fator than the othersin the predition of word order (see also note 68 on page 59 regarding initial orpus evidene).As argued in setion 3.4 it an not synhronially aount for the whole range of data, but still, itis probably the most in�uential fator. Furthermore, V1 sentenes with learly topial subjetsappear to be harder to ome by than V1 sentenes with any of the other �non topi like� fatorlevels. I qualify these statements however, sine my own intuitions of topiality and aboutness arelikely to be in�uened by my data and by my theoretial bias. Obviously a study that shows theability of non-linguist informants to agree on intuitions of topiality is needed before empirialonlusions an be drawn. Suh a study is urrently beyond the sope of this thesis and it shouldbe a subjet for future researh.4. Taking marking of non topial subjets to be the motivation for word order alternations isonsistent with mainstream funtional linguistis and baked up by ross linguisti researh (f.Givón 1976b, 1983, Lambreht 1994, 2000 and the referenes in setion 3.5).Due to the above reasons it is reasonable to onsider the marking of non topial subjets to bemotivating the availability of word orders and their assoiation with di�erent fators and fator levels.I onede however that at this point the suggested motivation is just one plausible aount that isin aord with our data. In addition to the alternatives disussed above, Gries (2003) has used adi�erent approah in his disussion of English partile plaement. In his study, Gries (2003) examinedthe in�uene of 21 fators on the speaker's hoie of verb�partile onstrution. The two alternatingonstrutions he onsidered were the ontinuous onstrution (e.g. John piked up the book), and thedisontinuous onstrution (e.g. John piked the book up). Among the fators examined in both thisthesis and in Gries's study, all patterned the same way: fator levels that were assoiated with theHebrew subjet�verb word order were assoiated with the English disontinuous onstrution whereasfator levels assoiated with the Hebrew verb�subjet word order were assoiated with the Englishontinuous onstrution. Similar results were obtained in another reent study of syntati variation�Bresnan's multifatorial study of the English dative alternation (Bresnan et al., 2007)33. With regardto English partile plaement Gries (2003) suggested two ognitive motivations for the obtained results:�rst he suggested (Gries, 2003, hapter 4) that the orrelations of fator levels and word orders mayresult from proessing onsiderations where the speaker attempts to minimize proessing e�ort forboth himself and the hearer; then he examined a number of onnetionist models and suggestedthat the orrelations may stem from priniples of spreading ativation in neural networks. Gries'saount in terms of spreading ativation is espeially appealing sine it relates diretly to low-levelognitive information proessing mehanisms. In this respet it is interesting to note Deane's ognitiveinterpretation of topis (Deane, 1992, p. 36-38, 187-194) aording to whih topial elements aresentene elements whose saliene is due to spreading ativation whereas foal elements are elementswhose saliene is (onversely) due to ognitive fous. Indeed, if the term topi is interpreted this way(rather than in the more traditional linguisti sense I presented here), Gries's ognitive aount andthe aount presented here may very well oinide.33Bresnan et al. (2007) examined the in�uene of 14 fators on the speaker's hoie of dative onstrution. The twoalternating onstrutions onsidered were the prepositional dative onstrution (e.g. John gave the book to Mary) andthe double objet onstrution (e.g. John gave Mary the book). The results obtained were that the prepositional dativeonstrution exhibits a preferene for diret objets that are animate, de�nite, aessible, pronominal and short. Thesame is true for the preferred subjet of the Hebrew subjet�verb word order and the preferred diret objet of theEnglish (verb�partile) disontinuous onstrution. 29



Due to my limited quali�ations in the �eld of ognitive siene, I will not attempt to evaluate theseapproahes here. I will rather maintain the traditional onept of topi, and leave open the questionof its ognitive manifestations. I would like however to suggest a future researh paradigm that an beemployed in order to falsify or improve upon the topiality aount. The initial step of suh researhshould be putting forth a fator (other than topiality) that may aount for the assoiation of HebrewV1 onstrutions with the various features disussed in setion 3.5. As I have suggested above, anumber of suh fators are already known. Beyond that point however, the prospetive researhershould also: (i) provide a reason for why it makes sense for the fator to be grammatially marked (asI disussed above, it makes less sense to use a marked grammatial form to mark features that an beto a large extent inferable by other means); (ii) show that the fator is likely to be motivating wordorder ross linguistially; and optimally (iii) di�erentiate their aount from the one presented here bypointing out di�erent fators that are assoiated with the two aounts and by providing quantitativeevidene that a model that ontains one set of fators is stronger than a model that ontains the others.
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Part IIEmpirial Analysis4 Data Colletion and Analysis4.1 Methodology and Experimental HypothesisIn this hapter and the next I will present the results of a quantitative orpus investigation designedto bear out the argument outlined in part I, as summarized in setion 3.5. Two groups of sentenes areexamined: one that exlusively inludes verb initial sentenes (the V1 group) and one that exlusivelyinludes sentenes that open with an NP subjet that is followed by a verb (the S1 group). My twopreditions following the part I disussion are outlined in (36) and will be referred to as �the topialityhypothesis�.(36) The Topiality Hypothesisa. All fators that orrelate with topiality will also orrelate with word order and they willdo so in the following manner: fator levels that align with high topiality will align withthe S1 word order and fator levels that align with low topiality will align with the V1word order.b. No single fator an exlusively aount for the fats of word order. The data is bestaounted for by a set of fators�irreduible to one another�all of whih make an inde-pendent ontribution to the hoie of word order.In aord with (36-b), a further goal of these two hapters is to arrive at a set of signi�ant irreduiblefators that in�uene the hoie of word order.In the ontinuation of this hapter I will disuss the orpus used in this study and the manner in whihit was analyzed. In hapter 5, I will use statistial methods to bear out the topiality hypothesis. I willuse monofatorial analysis in order to support predition (36-a) and multifatorial analysis to supportpredition (36-b). All statistial analysis in this work was arried out using the free and open soureR projet for statistial omputing (R Development Core Team, 2009).4.2 Data OriginsThe orpus used for the quantitative part of this work is Linzen's blogs orpus (Linzen, 2009). Itinludes blog posts by various bloggers writing in di�erent genres and registers. It is the largest orpusfor Hebrew texts and ontains more than 50,000,000 tokens.I have used Melingo's part of speeh tagger to tag the orpus34 and then programmatially extrated agroup of subjet initial sentenes and a group of verb initial sentenes. The automati extration wasfollowed by a lengthy manual proess in whih I randomly seleted sentenes from the two groups whilemaking sure that all hosen sentenes ontain a subjet, a �nite verb and no diret or lause objets.34The part of speeh tagger was provided to me ourtesy of Melingo Ltd. The orpus was also independently taggedfor parts of speeh by its ompiler (Tal Linzen) and the tagged version is now available from him upon request.31



In the seletion proess, I exluded sentenes that featured the existene prediate yeš due to their highfrequeny and �xed word order. All seleted lauses were simple (i.e. not embedded) although I didinlude lauses that were part of a lause onjuntion. Sine this study deals with olloquial HebrewI have exluded sentenes taken from blog posts with a more literary style. This proess resulted in agroup of 370 V1 sentenes and a group of 191 S1 sentenes for a total of 561 orpus sentenes.4.3 Fators and Fator LevelsIn order to provide evidene supporting the topiality hypothesis, I had to take the fators disussed insetion 3 and de�ne them formally so as to allow empirial analysis. In addition to these fators I havealso onsidered the fators Case and Agr (disussed below) that are often mentioned in the ontextof inverted sentenes. These fators are problemati in that they are unlikely to be available to thespeaker when she is making her deision about the hoie of word order (and for this reason they willnot be inluded in the multifatorial analysis), but I still wanted to examine their interations withword order. In this setion I will review the various fators and provide the operational de�nitionsaording to whih they were analyzed.I will open with the group of morphosyntati fators. This group ontains �ve fators: NPType,Def, Person, Agr and Case.The fator NPType is a nominal fator representing the type of the subjet NP. It has three levels:Pronoun, Proper Name and Lexial NP. Originally I also designated a separate level for kin terms35but my data was too sparse to warrant this level. I �nally deided to somewhat arbitrarily inludethem within the group of lexial NPs. As a preaution, I also veri�ed that lassifying them as propernames does not hange the �nal results in any signi�ant way.The fator Def is a nominal fator representing the de�niteness of the subjet NP. It is given the value1 if the subjet is de�nite and 0 otherwise. I generally take bare NPs that resist the de�nite artile tobe intrinsially de�nite (e.g. pronoun and proper names).The fator Person is nominal and orresponds to the person marking of the subjet NP. It gets thevalue 1 for �rst person, 2 for seond person and 3 for third person.The fator Agr is nominal and is given the value 1 if the subjet agrees with the verb and 0 otherwise.The fator Case is nominal and has the two values�Nominative and Ausative�depending on thesubjet's ase. If the subjet is marked with the ausative marker et I take its ase to be ausative,otherwise I take it to be nominative.The group of semanti fators inludes the three fators: Agentivity, Animay and VClass. Iwill disuss them in turn.The fator Agentivity is nominal and orresponds to the agentivity of the subjet. It is given thevalue 1 if the subjet is agentive and 0 otherwise. A subjet is onsidered agentive if the ationdesribed by the sentene is pereived as arried out with the volition of that subjet.35Kin terms sometimes behave like a proper names and sometimes like lexial NPs. For instane in a sentene likeima amra l-i lǐstof yadayim 'mother told me to-wash my hands' we annot add the de�nite artile to the kin term ima'mother'�it appears to be intrinsially de�nite. This behavior is similar to that of a proper name. However, in exampleslike ha-ima šel dan amra l-i lǐstof yadayim 'the-mother of dan told me to-wash my-hands' or ha-ima-ha'xarua azra kolyom le-bnoteyha be-̌si'urey-ha-bayit 'the-diligent-mother helped every day to-her-daughters with-(their)-homework' thebehavior of the kin term ima 'mother' is more akin to that of a lexial noun.32



The fator Animay is nominal and orresponds to the animay of the subjet. It is given the value1 if the subjet is animate (human or animal) and 0 otherwise.The fator VClass is nominal and orresponds to the type of the lause's verb. It reeives one ofthree values�Passive, Unausative or Unergative. The lassi�ation of intransitive verbs into theunausative and unergative verb lasses is not always straightforward. While it is generally agreedthat suh lassi�ation is possible based on the verb's semantis, theories di�er with respet to thenature of the semanti traits involved and thus on the manner in whih this lassi�ation is to bearried out. In a previous work (Taub-Tabib, 2007) I ompared several theories of unausativity withrespet to their ability to predit the Hebrew subjet�verb word order. Based on that study and ononsiderations of larity and suitability for an empirial investigation Levin and Rappaport Hovav'slassi�ation guidelines (Levin and Rappaport Hovav, 1995, p. 135-166) were seleted as the basis forverb lass lassi�ation in this work. The guidelines are phrased in the terms of linking rules that basedon the verb's meaning determine if its subjet is to be linked internally (i.e. the verb is unausative),or externally (i.e. the verb is unergative). The rules are evaluated in order, so one one of them applies,the others are not evaluated and do not a�et lassi�ation36.(37) a. The Direted Change Linking Rule: The argument of a verb that orresponds to the entityundergoing the direted hange desribed by that verb is its diret internal argument.b. The Existene Linking Rule: The argument of a verb whose existene is asserted or deniedis its diret internal argument.. The Immediate Cause Linking Rule: The argument of a verb that denotes the immediateause of the eventuality desribed by that verb is its external argument.d. The Default Linking Rule: An argument of a verb that does not fall under the sope ofany of the other linking rules is its diret internal argument.While the lassi�ation rules annot be fully understood without areful reading of Levin and Rappa-port Hovav's work, it should be noted that their lassi�ation sheme is aompanied by a ompre-hensive list of prelassi�ed verbs that ease the work of lassi�ation onsiderably (Levin and Rappa-port Hovav, 1995, Chapter 3 and Appendix A). Indeisiveness an then only arise when onsidering averb that is outside of this prelassi�ed group and even then, in most instanes, the verb's meaningwould be at least partly analogous to one of the prelassi�ed verbs. A thorough understanding of thelinking rules along with the list of prelassi�ed verbs allows for relatively unambiguous analysis.In the domain of disourse pragmatis, I have onsidered the fator Aess whih is nominal andorresponds to the aessibility of the subjet NP. I take the aessibility of a noun phrase to be,roughly speaking, the estimated degree of ognitive saliene of the representation of NP in the hearer'smind. From the a proessing perspetive it an be looked at as the degree of e�ort required to aessthe representation of the referent the NP stands for.Quantifying the degree of ognitive aessibility by observing raw texts is notoriously di�ult and anonly be approximated to an extent. Empirial studies have used di�erent tehniques for this purpose.Simple measurements an be obtained by ounting previous mentions or ounting the distane in wordsfrom the last mention (f. Givón, 1983). The problem with these measurements is that they downplaythe role of ontextual priming. Some entities, while not diretly mentioned in previous disourse, are36The atual ordering of the rules is a,b>>d. Levin and Rappaport Hovav did not determine the order betweenthe direted hange linking rule and the existene linking rule. Note however, that sine both rules link the argumentinternally, their ordering is irrelevant with respet to verb lassi�ation.33



primed by other preouring entities and an be quite salient. Ariel (1990) took these di�ulties intoonsideration, but the aessibility sale she devised is omprised of �fteen levels and is too detailedto be used in this study. Arnold et al. (2000) based on Prine (1981, 1992) addressed ontextualpriming by using just three levels of analysis: Given, Inferable and New : an entity is Given if itappeared in previous disourse, Inferable if it was triggered by an entity in previous disourse and Newotherwise. A notable di�erene between Arnold's oding system and Prine's original proposal is thatPrine did not take Given and New to be primitives but rather drew a distintion between disoursegivenness/newness and hearer givenness/newness. This distintion is important sine some entitiesmight be new disourse wise but old hearer wise due to the hearer's world knowledge. Suh entitiesare for example well known individuals, ountries, ities et. It is reasonable to assume that theseentities are salient in the hearer's long term memory and thus more easily proessed than other Newentities. For this reason I introdued the level LTM (stands for Long Term Memory) whih indiatesthe assumed salient presene of the (otherwise new) entity in the hearer's long term memory.A �nal note regards my attitude toward inferables. Prine (1992, p. 9) de�ned inferables as otherwisedisourse new entities that uphold two onditions:1. The hearer has the belief that the entity in question is plausibly related to some other 'trigger'entity, where the trigger entity is itself not hearer new.2. The hearer should be able to infer the existene of the entity in question.However, suh an inlusive de�nition is too vague to allow an empirial investigation. To make thisde�nition more onrete one must preisely haraterize the possible relations between the entity andits trigger. Reent empirial studies (Mihaelis and Franis, 2007, Bresnan et al., 2007) used a riteria ofsuperset mention (a �ower an be a trigger for a rose), and Gries (2003) used a metri for ohesivenessthat onsidered, in addition, the relation of part�whole. In addition to these relations I have alsoonsidered the relations ation�result and subset listing37. Table 4 summarizes and exempli�es thelevels of Aess.37By subset listing I mean the situation in whih an item is triggered by a previously mentioned item suh that bothitems are part of the same whole, but the whole in itself is not mentioned. For instane the entity the teaher an triggerthe entity the students even if an entity suh as the lass or the shool is not previously mentioned.
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Table 4: Examples of analysis for AessLevel Comments Attested Corpus ExamplesOld entities that were eithermentioned in previous disourseor that are known to the hearerbeause of the speeh setting(e.g. the speaker or hearer) hitnagaštiI-ran-into be-vi.a-deer, halaxwas-gone ha-vi.the-deer.le-zxuto-šel-peterin-peter's-favor ye'amerit-should-be-said še-huthat-heloNEG šamen-beura-maxli'aobese [...℄[...℄ huHe gamis-alsomitlabešdressed loNEG ra.badly.Inferable entities primed by a preedingtrigger. aval nastia lo hitalma, rak ani, ve-ya'utmunot yafot. 'but Nastia NEGwas-photographed, only I, and-turned-outpitures beautiful.'gisi xole, na�a alav shapa'at.'my-brother-in-law is-sik, fell on-himthe-�u.'LTM entities that the speakerassumes an be readily retrievedfrom the hearer's long termmemory. hilary svank zaxta 'Hilary Swank won' (theosar).avram grant hitpater mi-'imunnivxeret-yisrael. 'Avraham Grant quitfrom-training the-israeli-team.'New entities that do not fall underthe three other ategories, i.e.entities that are new to thehearer. ba'u štey banot xadašot le-beyt-sefer. 'ametwo girls new to-shool'
Finally I also examined the fator Length whih is measured on a ratio sale and orresponds to thelength in words of the subjet NP.The expeted behavior of eah of the fators and fator levels are in aord with the topi hierarhies ofsetion 3.5. They should be statistially interpreted as follows: if for a fator X and its levels (x1, x2)we predit that x1 > x2 then: (i) the level x1 should be more prevalent in the S1 sentene group thanexpeted by hane and less prevalent in the V1 group than expeted by hane; and (ii) the x2 levelshould be more prevalent in the V1 sentene group than expeted by hane and less prevalent in theS1 group than expeted by hane38. Less formally, the level x1 should be signi�antly more prevalentthan the level x2 in the S1 group and signi�antly less prevalent than x2 in the V1 group.38To be mathematially preise, If the fator X has more than two levels (i.e. levels (x1, x2, ..., xn), n > 2, where x1 >

x2 > ... > xn ), then we expet that for every two levels xi > xj , 1 < i, j < n and for a ontingeny table rossing justthese two levels with SVOrder, than: (i) the level xi should be more prevalent in the S1 sentene group than expetedby hane and less prevalent in the V1 group than expeted by hane; and (ii) the xj level should be more prevalent inthe V1 sentene group than expeted by hane and less prevalent in the S1 sentene group than expeted by hane.This somewhat umbersome formulation is the formal way of saying that xi should be signi�antly more prevalent than
xj in the S1 sentene group and xj should be signi�antly more prevalent than xi in the V1 sentene group.35



The di�erent fators, their levels and their expeted behavior with regard to word order are summarizedin table 5.
5 Results5.1 OverviewIn this hapter I will use monofatorial and multifatorial analysis tehniques in order to bear out thetopiality hypothesis as formulated in setion 4.1. In setion 5.2 I will disuss the �rst part of thehypothesis�(36-a). I will review eah fator in turn, examine its distribution relative to SVOrderand determine whether it meets the expetations as formulated in table 5. I will also equate eah fatorlevel with a orrelation oe�ient indiating the strength of its relation to word order. In Setion 5.3 Iwill disuss the seond part of the hypothesis (36-b) and examine the simultaneous e�ets of all fatorsin an attempt to determine whih fators a�et word order in a manner that is not reduible to thee�et of other fators. I will examine several multifatorial models and determine a model and set offators that aount for the observed word order data in an optimal manner.Before I present the results, a aveat is in order. As explained in setion 4.2, the data used in thisstudy were randomly seleted from two di�erent groups of sentenes, the S1 group and the V1 group.The proportions of these two groups�370 V1 sentenes vs. 191 S1 sentenes (roughly 2:1)�do notre�et their proportions in real disourse. As a result, the models presented in this hapter fall short ofproviding preditions about the atual probability of hoosing one word order over another in naturaldisourse. The probabilities presented should all be interpreted as the likelihood of hoosing one wordorder over another from a orpus with a roughly two to one proportion of V1 vs. S1 sentenes. It shouldbe stressed however, that in light of the goals of this study this issue not problemati. Predition ofword order in natural disourse may be an interesting problem from the standpoint of NLP39, but it isnot the main onern of the linguist. Linguistially, we are interested in understanding the fators thata�et word order, their relative strength and interations. All these data remain the same irrespetiveof the V1 vs. S1 proportions of the orpus.5.2 Monofatorial Results5.2.1 Morphosyntati FatorsNP Type Sine NPType is the �rst fator to be addressed, I will disuss the statistial proeduresinvolved in its analysis in some depth. The analysis proess for the other fators is similar, so subsequentdisussion will not reiterate this proess and will be limited to listing the results.The data regarding the distribution of NPType relative to SVOrder is summarized in Table 6.39NLP is an aronym for Natural Language Proessing. This is a sub�eld of arti�ial intelligene that is onerned withreal world appliations that relate to language proessing. Suh appliations inlude (but are not limited to): mahinetranslation, text to speeh, speeh reognition, speeh generation, named entity reognition, information retrieval, et.36



Table 5: Spei�ation of the onsidered fators and their levelsFator Levels Comments andexpetationsAess OldInferableLTMNewSee table 4 for de�nitions andexamples. 4 levels, nominal saleOld > Inferable, LTM >New
NPType PronounProper Name names of peopleor plaesLexial NP 3 levels, nominal salePronoun > Proper Name> Lexial NPAgentivity 0 The subjet is not agentive1 The subjet is agentive 2 levels, nominal sale1 > 0Def 0 The subjet is not de�nite1 The subjet is de�nite 2 levels, nominal sale1 > 0Person 1 �rst person2 seond person3 third person 3 levels, nominal sale1 > 2 > 3Animay 0 the subjet is inanimate1 the subjet is animate (humanor animal) 2 levels ,nominal sale1 > 0Case NominativeAusative 2 levels, nominal saleNominative > AusativeAgr 0 The subjet does not agreewith the verb (in either persongender or number)1 The subjet agrees with theverb 2 levels, nominal sale1 > 0
VClass UnausativeUnergativePassive 3 levels, nominal saleUnergative > Passive,UnausativeLength The number of words of thesubjet NP. ratio saleLen(S1 Subjets) <Len(V1 Subjets)SVOrder SV Subjet preeding the verbVS Verb preeding the subjet The predited variable.2 levels nominal sale37



Table 6: Distribution of NPType relative to SVOrderV1 Construtions S1 Construtions TotalsLexial NP 356 (≈83%) 75 (≈17%) 431Proper Name 14 (≈29%) 25 (≈71%) 39Pronoun 0 (0%) 91 (100%) 91Eah row in the table orresponds to a level of NPType and it shows the number of sentenes of thespei�ed level that appeared in the V1 vs. the S1 sentene groups. The perentages that appear inbrakets after every ount represent the proportion of V1 vs. S1 sentenes of the spei�ed level. It isruial to keep in mind that the orpus ontains ≈66% V1 sentenes (370/561) and ≈34% S1 sentenes(191/561). Under the null hypothesis of no relation between NPType and SVOrder the expetationis therefore that the total number of sentenes of eah fator level will pattern the same way�≈66% ofthem should be V1 sentenes and ≈34% of them should be S1 sentenes. For example, if we examinethe level Lexial NP, we note that 431 of the orpus sentenes belong to this level (i.e. 431 sentenesout of the total 561 had lexial subjets40). We therefore expet that under the null hypothesis ofno relation between NPType and SVOrder ≈66% of them�approximately 284 sentenes�will havethe V1 word order, and ≈34% of them�approximately 147 sentenes�will have the S1 word order.However, the observed results of ≈83% V1 sentenes and ≈17% S1 sentenes indiate that senteneswith lexial subjets appear more often than expeted by hane in the V1 group and less often thanexpeted by hane in the S1 group. As I will soon show, this di�erene is statistially signi�ant.Knowing the total number of sentenes for eah level of NPType, we an repeat the above proessfor all the levels and arrive at the matrix of expeted frequenies outlined below in table 7.Table 7: Expeted distribution of NPType relative to SVOrderV1 Construtions S1 Construtions TotalsLexial NP 284.26 (≈66%) 146.74 (≈34%) 431Proper Name 25.72 (≈66%) 13.28 (≈34%) 39Pronoun 60.02 (≈66%) 30.98 (≈34%) 91The �rst statistial test we'll use alulates the χ2 statisti for the overall distribution from tables 6and 7. Under the null hypothesis of no relation between NPType and SVOrder, this statisti isdistributed χ2 with 2 degrees of freedom. Calulating this statisti yields the value χ2(2) = 245.15whih is highly signi�ant (p<0.001). This means that the null hypothesis is false and that there is a40It should be kept in mind, that beause of the aveat disussed in setion 5.1, one annot onlude that sentenes innatural disourse ontain roughly ≈77%=431/561 lexial subjets. The orpus used in this experiment is skewed towardsV1 sentenes. Had the orpus ontained a more balaned proportion of V1 vs. S1 sentenes than the perentage of thesentenes with lexial subjet would derease. 38



orrelation between between NPType and SVOrder. Next we'll alulate the ramer V orrelationoe�ient to determine the strength of this relation41. Cramer V for the overall distribution is V=.66whih indiates a very strong orrelation.Now that we know that NPType and SVOrder are strongly orrelated, our next step is to determinewhih of the fator levels (or table ells) ontributes signi�antly to this orrelation. As pointed outby Givón (1992) and Gries (2003) it is feasible for ertain fator levels to di�er signi�antly fromtheir expeted frequenies, while at the same time for other levels of the same fator to fall withinthe expeted range. It is thus misleading to say that the fator is orrelated with word order withoutspeifying whih of its levels are responsible for this orrelation. The proedure I will be using todetermine the ells that di�er signi�antly from their expeted frequenies is taken from Gries (2003,p. 86). It involves onduting six post-ho χ2 tests�one for eah ell. Sine we know the observedand expeted frequenies for eah ell, alulating the χ2 value for the (i,j) ell follows the normalformula for x2 (i.e. χ2
ij(1) =

(Oij−Eij)
2

Eij
; 1 < i < rows, 1 < j < columns). The matrix of the ell'sontributions to the overall χ2 value an now be easily alulated from Tables 6 and 7. This matrix ispresented in Table 8.Table 8: Contributions to the overall χ2 value of the distribution of NPType relative to SVOrderV1 Construtions S1 ConstrutionsLexial NP (356−284.26)2

284.26 ≈ 18.11 (75−146.74)2

146.74 ≈ 35.07Proper Name (14−25.72)2

25.72 ≈ 5.34 (25−13.28)2

13.28 ≈ 10.35Pronoun (0−60.02)2

60.02 ≈ 60.02 (91−30.98)2

30.98 ≈ 116.26Sine under the null hypothesis eah ell in the table is distributed χ2(1) we an alulate the pvalue for eah ell. However, sine we are onduting six χ2 tests, our probability of a type I errorinreases42 and we should orret our p values. For this purpose I will be using the onservativebonferroni orretion whih essentially multiplies the p value by the number of tests�in our ase 6.The orreted p values are displayed in Table 9.41Cramer V is a post-ho test that determines the strength of an assoiation after a χ2 test has determined itssigni�ane. The formula to alulate ramer's V is V =
q

χ2

n(k−1)
where χ2 is the statisti obtained by the χ2 test,n is the total number of table elements (i.e. total number of sentenes) and k is the minimum between the number ofrows and olumns in the table. Cramer's V varies between 0 and 1. As a rule of thumb, value above 0.3 indiate strongorrelation, values between 0.1 and 0.3 indiate intermediate orrelation and values below 0.1 do not indiate orrelationat all.42Type I error, also known as a false positive error, is the laim that a non-signi�ant result is signi�ant. If oneonduts six tests and in eah the probability of error is p=0.05 then the total probability of making at least one erroris greater than 0.05 and is equal to 1 − 0.956 = 0.265.
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Table 9: p-values for the χ2 ontributions orreted with the bonferroni orretionsV1 Construtions S1 ConstrutionsLexial NP p<0.001 p<0.001Proper Name p=0.008 p=0.12(p=0.02 with Holm's orretion)Pronoun p<0.001 p<0.001As an be seen in Table 9, all ells vary signi�antly from their expeted frequenies, exept for theount of proper names in S1 sentenes. The observed value of S1 sentenes with proper names is indeedlarger then the expeted ount of 13, but this di�erene is not statially signi�ant. Note however,that to arrive at the signi�ane sore of p=0.12 for that ell we have used the onservative bonferroniorretion. Use of the less onservative Holm orretion yields a signi�ant p-value (p=0.02). It wasnot neessary to employ the Holm orretion for any other post-ho tests in this work, but beause ofthe obvious alignment of proper names with the S1 word order (the smaller than expeted number ofproper names in V1 onstrutions was highly signi�ant even when using the bonferroni orretion) itwas employed in this one instane.Following the above disussion and from the data in tables 6, 7 and 9, we an onlude that forpronouns and proper names the S1 word order is signi�antly more frequent than is expeted byhane, whereas the V1 word order is signi�antly less frequent than expeted by hane. Calulatingthe orrelation oe�ient for the two levels yields V=.61 for the Pronoun level and V=.17 for theProper Name level43. for lexial NPs we get the opposite result, The V1 word order is signi�antlymore frequent than expeted by hane and the S1 word order is signi�antly less frequent thanexpeted by hane (V=.64 for the Lexial NP level). The strong alignment of pronoun subjets withS1 sentenes, weaker alignment of proper name subjets with S1 sentenes and the strong alignmentof lexial subjets with V1 sentenes perfetly math our preditions for this fator in Table 5�Pronoun>Proper Name>Lexial NP.Despite the evident orrelations between NPType and SVOrder, one may still ask if these orrela-tions indiate that NPType a�ets SVOrder, or maybe these orrelations are just epiphenomenal tothe e�ets of other fators. For instane, as shown later in this setion , the aessibility of the subjetis also strongly orrelated with word order where highly aessible subjets are aligned with the S1order and low aessibility subjets are aligned with the V1 order. As was demonstrated by Ariel(1988, 1990, 2001) aessibility is tightly onneted with the form of the NP. Highly aessible entitiestend to be oded by pronouns, while non aessible entities tend to be oded by lexial NPs. Can it bethe ase that the strong orrelations between pronouns and the S1 order and between lexial NPs andthe V1 order are just a result of their levels of aessibility? In addition, the weaker but still signi�antorrelation between proper names and S1 sentenes an be argued to stem from the fat that propernames (in my data, mainly names of individuals) are typially animate. As shown later in this setion,43In order to alulate the orrelation oe�ient for a ertain level, we reate a ontingeny for the level and SVOrder.The new table has one row for the V1 and S1 ounts of the spei�ed level, and one row for the V1 and S1 ounts of allsentenes not in this level. We then alulate ramer's V for this new table.40



animate subjets strongly prefer the S1 word order. Bearing this in mind, we an now also wonder ifthe assoiation of proper names with S1 sentenes is just an epiphenomenon of animay44.The above disussion poses a question about the signi�ane of the e�et of NPType in the preseneof other fators. Spei�ally, it argues that the e�et of NPType might be redued to Aess andAnimay. These types of questions are relevant to many of the disussed fators and they are very hardto intuitively answer. In setion 5.3 I will use statistial tehniques (namely multifatorial regression)to bear on these issues. The analysis disussed in that setion will provide a negative statistial answerto the above question regarding the fator NPType�the fator NPType ontributes signi�antly tothe hoie of word order even when the in�uene of all other fators is onsidered. In the speial aseof NPType however, we an also intuitively sense that its ontribution is not reduible. Spei�ally,we an note the existene of a grammatial onstraint against bare pronouns in V1 onstrutions, aonstraint whih as far as I know is unontested. In the presene of a pronoun this onstraint allowsus to predit the word order with a degree of ertainty that annot be obtained with other disourseold or animate entities. This situation niely demonstrates one of the main arguments of this work:while diahronially, it is quite possible that the distribution of the di�erent NP types over the V1 andS1 onstrutions was direted by fators suh as aessibility and animay, it seems that gradually, themind identi�ed the patterns of NPType and grammatiized them. In this ase the grammatiizationis strong and obvious so it an be notied without the need for omplex statistial proedures; in otherases it is more subtle and the aid of statistial proedures is required in order to deide whether afator is reduible to others or not.De�niteness The overall distribution of Def relative to SVOrder is highly signi�ant (χ2(1) =

102.08; p < 0.001; V = 0.43). The frequenies in all ells varied signi�antly from the expetedfrequenies (p<0.001 for all ells beside De�nite*V1 whih was at p=0.002). Spei�ally, for de�nitesubjets the S1 word order is signi�antly more frequent than expeted by hane whereas the V1 wordorder is signi�antly less frequent than expeted by hane; for inde�nite subjets the V1 word orderis signi�antly more frequent than expeted by hane whereas the S1 word order is signi�antly lessfrequent than expeted by hane. The distribution is therefore in aord with our predition fromTable 5�De�nite > Inde�nite.Table 10: Distribution of Def relative to SVOrderV1 Construtions S1 Construtions TotalsDe�nite 184 (≈51%) 178 (≈49%) 362Inde�nite 186 (≈93%) 13 (≈7%) 199Another interesting thing to note about the above distribution is that half of the V1 subjets werede�nite (184 de�nite vs. 186 inde�nite subjets). While this number is still signi�antly lower than44It should be noted that proper names in my orpus�as opposed to what one might think due to their non-pronominaloding�are not normally new entities. Only 10 out of 39 of the proper names in my sample were new (16 where old, 9were assumed to be stored in the hearer's long term memory and 4 were inferable). The 10 New names however indiatethat the signi�antly high frequeny of proper names in S1 sentenes annot be redued to aessibility and that it isbetter to explain it through Animay (35 out of the 39 proper names were animate).41



expeted by hane (sine there are overall more de�nite subjets than inde�nite subjets), it learlyontradits previous laims about a syntati onstraint against de�nite subjet in V1 sentenes (seesetion 2.1.4).The distribution an be readily explained if we allude to topiality. As is well known, inde�nite topialsubjets are very rare. For an inde�nite to be the topi it has to be either generi or a highly spei�NP (f. Giora 1981, p. 271-273; Erteshik-Shir 2007; inter alia). Sine the prototypial sentene odedin the S1 word order has a topial subjet it beomes obvious that inde�nites will be rare in this wordorder. The distribution is than explained not by a hard onstraint against de�nite subjets in the V1word order, but rather by a soft onstraint against inde�nites in the S1 order.Person The overall distribution of SVOrder relative to Person is highly signi�ant (p<0.001 Fisher'sExat Test45). Spei�ally, for 1st person NPs we see that the S1 word order is signi�antly morefrequent than expeted by hane whereas the V1 word order is signi�antly less frequent than expetedby hane (V=.43); for 3rd person we observe the opposite, the V1 word order is signi�antly morefrequent than expeted by hane whereas the S1 word order is signi�antly less frequent than expetedby hane (V=.45). Due to the small sample size, ramer's V annot be reliably obtained for the2nd person level, but the observed frequenies for this level do vary signi�antly from the expetedfrequenies (p=0.01 on Fisher's Exat Test when ontrasting the seond row and the sum of the �rstand third olumns). Spei�ally, 2nd person NPs are more frequent than expeted in S1 sentenes andless frequent than expeted in V1 sentenes.Table 11 summarizes the data.Table 11: Distribution of Person relative to SVOrderV1 Construtions S1 Construtions Totals1st Person 1 (≈2%) 51 (≈98%) 522nd Person 0 (0%) 4 (100%) 43rd Person 369 (≈73%) 136 (≈27%) 505The predition for the fator Person in Table 5 was 1>2>3. While we don't have enough data todeide if the tendeny of 1st person toward the S1 group is stronger than that of the 2nd person, wean de�nitely onlude that the data do not ontradit our hypothesis and that the data are in aordwith the general diretion of the hypothesis. It re�ets a relation of 1,2>3.Case and Agreement It is well known that subjet�verb agreement and the assignment of nomi-native ase to the subjet are muh more stable in S1 than in V1 sentenes (f. Ziv, 1976, Preminger,2009). This pattern starts to reveal itself in my data�subjet�verb agreement is never broken in theS1 sentenes but is broken 6 times in the V1 sentenes (whih is 1.6% of the total number of V145When more than 80% of the expeted frequenies are below 5 (in this ase o�ending ells are those of 2nd person),the χ2 results beome unreliable. For this reason I will oasionally use Fisher's Exat Test to arrive at the signi�aneof the overall distribution. 42



sentenes)�although the di�erene is not statistially signi�ant (p=.19 Fisher's exat test). Further-more, all sentenes in my orpus had nominative subjets so the fator Case was obviously insigni�ant(p=1 Fisher's exat test). The orpus data is summarized in table 12 below.Table 12: Distribution of Agr and Case relative to SVOrderV1 Construtions S1 Construtions Totals+Agr 364 (≈66%) 191 (≈34%) 555-Agr 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 6Nom 370 (≈66%) 191 (≈34%) 561A 0 0 0Although the phenomena of broken subjet�verb agreement and subjets with ausative ase arewell known to our in V1 sentenes, it is also known that they are rare, espeially in written texts.Therefore, the failure to obtain a signi�ant e�et should be regarded a onsequene of data sparsityrather than the lak of orrelation. Due to this problem and in lak of a better alternative I will brie�yexemplify and disuss this phenomena from a qualitative standpoint.In setion 3.2 I have argued that the funtion of the grammatial subjet is to uniformly ode aspetsof propositions�suh as topihood and agentivity�that typially appear together. Subjets then, toa degree, ode topis. In this regard the phenomena of broken agreement and subjets with ausativease are no di�erent than inverted word order. All these phenomena have the funtion of removingsubjet features from a non-topial or an otherwise defetive subjet. In Hebrew, the SV word order isthe �rst and most frequent subjet marker to be dispensed with, but the stronger markers�ase andagreement�will sometimes be dispensed with as well46.To demonstrate these phenomena, observe the examples in (38):(38) a. ve-az,and-then, zeit pašutjust kara.happened. hem(3P)they yašnu(3P)slept yaxad,together, [...℄[...℄ hemthey ra'u(3P)saw seret,a-movie,yašnu(3P)slept mexubakim,hugging, hitnašku(3P)kissed [...℄[...℄, hitxabku(3P)47.hugged.`And then, it just happened. They slept together, saw a movie, slept hugging eah other,kissed, hugged.'b. aniI loNEG yexolaable lǐson,to-sleep, koev(3SM)hurt lito-me ha-beten(3SF),the-stomah, aniI loNEG yexolaable yoter.48anymore.`I an't sleep, my stomah hurts, I an't do it anymore.'46See Ziv (1976) and appendix B.2 for an analysis of this phenomenon with regard to the existene/possession prediateyeš. Based on my orpus data and other data I have worked with, it appears that the subjet�verb agreement and thenominative ase features are only lost when the sentene is in the VS order (i.e. when the word order indiator of thesubjet is lost as well). This is to my knowledge a hard onstraint. It also appears to be that with regard to verbs otherthan yeš and its in�etions, agreement is less stable than ase. That is, the assignment of ausative ase to the subjetis a more rare ondition than the lose of agreement. Again, at this point this is an observation and not a statistialonlusion. I only point it out here sine it is ontrary to Ziv's data about the existene/possession prediate and toKenaan's promotional hierarhy (see disussion in appendix B.2) and it may be an interesting issue for future researh.47Blog entry: http://www.tapuz.o.il/blog/ViewEntry.asp?EntryId=78059848Health forum: http://s.tapuz.o.il/ommuna-3276-75-.htm43



. wa'i,wow, karahappened lito-me etACC hadavarthe-thing haximost muzarstrange b-a-olam.49in-the-world.`Wow, the strangest thing in the world happened to me.'d. yešEXIST etACC ha-sfarim(3PM)the-books šelof ha-'universitathe-university ha-ptuxathe-open šelof ha-kursthe-ourse mivnimstruturesalgebriyim,algebrai, sax ha-kolall-in-all tovim.50good.`The Open University has books for the ourse "algebrai strutures". These books areoverall quite good.'In (38-a) the subjet-topi of the lauses are a pair of lovers oded by the pronoun hem 'they'. In allthese lauses the subjet�the lovers�are strongly pereived as the topi, so all subjet markers arekept�word order, ase and agreement.In (38-b), in the lause koev li ha-beten 'hurts to-me the-stomah', the speaker is topial and the newinformation about her is that her stomah ahes. However, in this ase the speaker is not oded as thesubjet and as a result, the subjet is not topial. The V1 word order is then seleted (the subjet'sword order marking is lost), but also subjet�verb agreement is broken.Sentene (38-) is similar. The speaker is topial, but she is not the subjet. The V1 order is againseleted, but this time subjet�verb agreement is preserved and it is the nominative ase feature thatis dispensed with�the subjet hadavar haxi muzar b-a-olam 'the strangest thing in the world' appearsin the ausative ase.In Sentene (38-d) all three subjet markers are lost: the sentene is V1, subjet-verb agreement isbroken, and the ausative ase is assigned instead of the nominative. This is the unmarked behaviorof the existene/possession prediate yeš and it is to a large extent grammatiized (f. Ziv, 1976)51.This �nding is not surprising. The existene prediate normally appears with non-topial subjets soit makes sense for it to appear in V1 onstrutions. However, the existene prediate is also by far themost frequent prediate in these onstrutions (and probably the most frequent prediate in Hebrew)so it is reasonable that grammatial features that are assoiated with V1 onstrutions will be moreentrenhed in its ase.It should be stressed that I do not maintain that marking of non-topial subjets an aount for all theintriaies of phenomena suh as non-nominative subjets and broken agreements. Indeed, to aountfor the loss of agreement, Preminger (2009) suggests that syntati struture is a determining fator;other fators suh as the subjet's animay or additional sentene elements with di�erent φ-featuresare probably at work as well52. The fat remains that a disrepany between S1 and V1 sentenes with49Soer forum: http://www.asoer.o.il/index.php?showtopi=18407&st=38050Computer siene forum: http://sf.tapuz.o.il/shirshur-1428-69364251.htm51Exluding extreme ases of ontrastive fous the word order of the existene prediate yeš 'there-is' is �xed on V1.The prediate an oasionally agree with its subjet in gender and number, but this paradigm (i.e. yešno, yešna, yešnamet.) is very unommon in olloquial Hebrew and is the sign of a high register. The past and future in�etions of thisprediate (haya 'there-was' and yihiye 'there-will-be') still oasionally agree with their subjet in Spoken Hebrew, butas argued by Ziv (1976), this too may be subjet to hange in the future.52My attitude towards modeling the data of breaking agreement would also involve multifatorial models. Indeed,ase and agreement are themselves subjet markers; it thus makes sense to treat them as output variables and modelthem using many of the fators disussed here. Preminger (2009) favors a syntati approah, but I believe his ba-si assumptions are falsi�ed by orpus data. A basi assumption of his model is that agreement always holds in [VS℄ on�gurations, that is, in V1 sentenes without an intervening element between the verb and the subjet. Whilethis might be true as a statistial tendeny (I have no data to bear on this issue), it is de�nitely not true as a at-egorial restrition. eyzo aruxa dafakti. koev(3SM) ha-beten(3SF) 'what a meal I've had. hurts the-stomah' (url:http://www.shin1.o.il/ya.php?sid=1701493) or nǐs'ara(3SF) sug šel 'ironia(3MF) 'remained a-type of irony' from theLinzen's blog orpus are two examples of suh sentenes, but there are of ourse others.44



regard to the subjet�verb agreement and the subjet's ase features is expeted from the assoiationof these features with low topiality and that this expetation is indeed born out.5.2.2 Semanti FatorsAnimay The overall distribution of Animay relative to SVOrder is highly signi�ant χ2(1) =

188.58; p < 0.001; V = 0.58. The frequenies in all ells varied signi�antly from the expetedfrequenies (p<0.001 for all ells). Spei�ally, for animate subjets the S1 word order is signi�antlymore frequent than expeted by hane whereas the V1 word order is signi�antly less frequent thenexpeted by hane; for inanimate subjets the V1 word order is signi�antly more frequent thanexpeted by hane whereas the S1 word order is signi�antly less frequent than expeted by hane.The distribution is therefore in full aord with our predition from Table 5�Animate > Inanimate.Table 13 summarizes the data.Table 13: Distribution of Animay relative to SVOrderV1 Construtions S1 Construtions TotalsAnimate 64 (≈30%) 147 (≈70%) 211Inanimate 306 (≈87%) 44 (≈13%) 350Agentivity The overall distribution of Agentivity relative to SVOrder is highly signi�ant
χ2(1) = 102.23; p < 0.001; V = 0.43. The frequenies in all ells varied signi�antly from theexpeted frequenies (p<0.001 for all ells beside Non-Agentive*V1 where p=0.009). Spei�ally, foragentive subjets the S1 word order is signi�antly more frequent than expeted by hane whereasthe V1 word order is signi�antly less frequent then expeted by hane; for non-agentive subjets theV1 word order is signi�antly more frequent than expeted by hane whereas the S1 word order issigni�antly less frequent than expeted by hane. The distribution is therefore in full aord withour predition from Table 5�Agentive > Non Agentive.Table 14 summarizes the data.Table 14: Distribution of Agentivity relative to SVOrderV1 Construtions S1 Construtions TotalsAgentive 46 (≈32%) 100 (≈68%) 146Not Agentive 324 (≈78%) 91 (≈22%) 415Verb Class The overall distribution of VClass relative to SVOrder is highly signi�ant χ2(2) =

190.27; p < 0.001; V = .58. Post ho tests reveal however , that while the ontribution of theUnausative and Unergative levels to the overall χ value was highly signi�ant (p<0.001 for allrelevant ells), the ontribution of the Passive level was negligible (p=1). The analysis reveals that for45



unausative verbs the V1 word order is signi�antly more frequent than expeted by hane whereasthe S1 word order is signi�antly less frequent then expeted by hane (V=.55); for Unergative verbsthe S1 word order is signi�antly more frequent than expeted by hane whereas the V1 word orderis signi�antly less frequent than expeted by hane (V=.56). The orrelation of the Passive levelwith SVOrder was as expeted very low (V=.02).Table 15 summarizes the data.Table 15: Distribution of VClass relative to SVOrderV1 Construtions S1 Construtions TotalsPassive 21 (≈62%) 13 (≈38%) 34Unausative 322 (≈83%) 64 (≈17%) 386Unergative 27 (≈19%) 114 (≈81%) 141In the literature unausatives and passives are usually lumped together and are both argued to soundnatural in the V1 word order (f. Reinhart and Siloni, 2004b, Shlonsky, 1987, 1997). For this reason ourpredition for the fator VClass in Table 5 was Unergative > Unausative, Passive. From my data itappears the orret sale is Unergative > Passive > Unausative. It should be stressed however thatthe literature referened above did not make any laims about the relative ordering of passives andunausatives with regard to word order, the only laim was that that both levels sound more naturalin V1 onstrutions then the group of unergative verbs. In that respet my results are in aord withthe preditions, and in fat, further speify them.5.2.3 Disourse Pragmati FatorsAessibility The overall distribution of Aess relative to SVOrder is highly signi�ant p <

.001 Fisher′s Exact T est; χ2(3) = 212.20, p < .001; V = .62. The frequenies in the ells of theNew and Old levels varied signi�antly from their expeted frequenies (all p<0.001). Spei�ally,for Old NPs we see that the S1 word order is signi�antly more frequent than expeted by hanewhereas the V1 word order is signi�antly less frequent than expeted by hane (V=.58); for NewNPs we observe the opposite, the V1 word order is signi�antly more frequent than expeted by hanewhereas the S1 word order is signi�antly less frequent than expeted by hane (V=.58).Further analysis reveals that the highly signi�ant overall distribution results entirely from the New andOld levels. The levels Inferable and LTM did not vary signi�antly from their expeted frequenies53and the orrelation oe�ients for these levels also do not indiate any orrelation (V=.03 for Inferablesand V=.08 for LTM).Table 16 summarizes the data:53Post-ho χ2 for the ells of both levels followed by the bonferroni orretion gives the value of p=1 for both. However,in the ase of the LTM level, beause of the low number of LTM subjets, the p-value for this level is not reliable. Forthis reason I have onduted Fisher's exat test ontrasting the seond row with the sum of the three others (i.e. LTMvs. non-LTM subjets). The results were insigni�ant (p=.09) even before orreting the p-value with bonferroni. Ionlude that the levels of Inferable and LTM do not hange signi�antly from their expeted frequenies.46



Table 16: Distribution of Aess relative to SVOrderV1 Construtions S1 Construtions TotalsInferable 28 (≈61%) 18 (≈39%) 46LTM 6 (≈43%) 8 (≈57%) 14Old 45 (≈26%) 131 (≈74%) 176New 291 (≈90%) 34 (≈10%) 325
The strong tendeny of sentenes with Old subjets toward the S1 word order together with the strongtendeny of sentenes with New subjets toward the V1 word order and the intermediate behavior ofsentenes withe LTM or Inferable subjets (that did not reveal an above hane preferene for any ofthe word orders) are in perfet aord with our preditions in table 5�Old > Inferable, LTM > New.5.2.4 Other FatorsNP Length The average length of subjets in S1 sentenes is 1.36 words (SD=0.80); the av-erage length of subjets in V1 sentenes is 2.79 (SD=2.31). The di�erene is highly signi�ant(twelch(508.68) = 10.73; p < 0.001; rpb = 0.33). Another way to look at the di�erene in wordlengths between the V1 and S1 sentenes is to ross tabulate Length and SVOrder for the di�er-ent word lengths while maintaining a single ell for subjets whose length is greater than a ertainthreshold (this tehnique was demonstrated in Gries 2003). The produt of this ross tabulation ispresented in Table 17 where we learly see that subjets of length 1 are muh more ommon in theS1 order then expeted by hane (remember that beause of the larger proportion of V1 sentenes inour orpus, our expetation under the null hypothesis is that only around 34% of the sentenes with 1word subjets would be S1, but the observed results report around 54%). But for subjets of lengthsgreater than 1, the results turn and they appear in the V1 word order more often than expeted byhane (and this preferene for the V1 order beomes stronger for longer subjets). All the data isthen in aord with our predition that the S1 sentenes will have shorter subjets than V1 sentenes.
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Table 17: Distribution of Length relative to SVOrderV1 Construtions S1 Construtions Totals1 124 (≈46%) 147 (≈54%) 2712 106 (≈78%) 30 (≈22%) 1363 50 (≈86%) 8 (≈14%) 584 30 (≈91%) 3 (≈9%) 335 20 (≈91%) 2 (≈9%) 226 13 (≈93%) 1 (≈7%) 14
≥7 27 (100%) 0 (0%) 275.2.5 Summary and ConlusionsSummarizing the disussion in the previous setion, it appears that 8 out of the 10 disussed fatorsprovided statistial results that fully omplied with our preditions. Furthermore the data for the tworemaining fators�Agr and Case�did not ontradit our preditions, but were simply too sparse toprovide meaningful insight. Qualitative data were thus used to disuss these fators and to argue thatthey too fall into the expeted pattern.The results of the monofatorial analysis are summarized in table 18. The fators are ranked by theirorrelation oe�ients that indiate the strength of the orrelation. It should be noted however, thatthe oe�ient for the fator Length is not diretly omparable to the other oe�ients sine Lengthis measured in a di�erent sale than the other fators. The orrelation oe�ients are provided foreah fator as a whole. For the oe�ients of the individual levels the reader is referred to the detailedanalysis in setions 5.2.1�5.2.4.
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Table 18: Predited vs. observed results for the di�erent fatorsFator Correlation Predited Behavior Observed BehaviorNPType V=0.66 Pronoun > Proper Name >Lexial NP Pronoun > Proper Name >Lexial NPAess V=0.62 Old > Inferable, LTM >New Old > Inferable, LTM >NewAnimay V=0.58 1 > 0 1 > 0VClass V=0.58 Unergative > Passive,Unausative Unergative > Passive >UnausativePerson V=0.45 1 > 2 > 3 1,2 > 3Agentivity V=0.43 1 > 0 1 > 0Def V=0.43 1 > 0 1 > 0Length rpb = 0.33 Len(S1 Subjets) < Len(V1Subjets) Len(S1 Subjets) < Len(V1Subjets)Agr V=.07 1 > 0 �Case - Nominative > Ausative �The results of this setion provide ample evidene for the �rst part of the topiality hypothesis�(36-a).All fators levels that are known to be assoiated with high topiality appeared more often than hanein S1 sentenes and all fators levels that are known to be assoiated with low topiality appearedmore often than hane in V1 sentenes. Despite the large number of fator and fator levels disussed,there were no exeptions to the expeted behavior.Despite these enouraging results, one has to be areful in onluding that all of the above fatorsare ative in the hoie of word order. At this point it has not been determined whether the orre-lations of the di�erent fators onstitute an independent ontribution to the hoie of word order orare just epiphenomenal to the e�ets of other fators. Determining whih of the fators ontributeindependently to the hoie of word order is the subjet of the next setion.5.3 Multifatorial Results5.3.1 Classi�ation TreeTo open our disussion of multifatorial models, I have �tted the data with a lassi�ation tree modelontaining all eight relevant fators from setion 5.2. The formula for this initial model is given in (39)below:(39) Classi�ation Tree ModelSVOrder ∼ VClass + NPType + Aess + Length + Def + Animay + Person+ AgentivityThe formula indiates that the model should attempt to probabilistially predit the value of thedependent variable SVOrder based on the values of the eight listed fators. Figure 4 shows the treefor the model. 49



NPType=Pronoun, Proper NameAess=Inferable,OldSV107/3 VS9/11 VClass=UnergativeLength<1.5SV(23/2) Aess=Inferable,LTM,OldSV(9/7) VS(2/13)
Aess=Inferable,LTM,OldAnimay=1SV(10/5) VS(12/59) VS(19/270)

Figure 4: Graphial outline of the Classi�ation Tree Model
The tree outlines a proedure to determine the sentene word order based on its features. Eah nodein the tree presents a ondition to determine the next node to visit. We start at the root node andexamine its ondition. If the ondition is met we ontinue to the left node, otherwise we ontinue tothe right. This proedure ends one we reah a leaf node. Leaf nodes are labeled either SV or VSand determine the predited word order for the sentene. For example, if our input sentene has apronoun or a proper name subjet we go left, then if the subjet is also inferable or old we go leftagain and arrive at a terminating leaf node prediting that the sentene is in the SV order. Thispredition is supported by 107 observations and ontradited by 3 so we an also onlude that underthese onditions the probability for the SV order is 107/110≈97% and the probability of the VS orderis approximately 3%.The proedure for onstruting the tree is also straightforward. The algorithm �rst inspets all predi-tors and hooses the most useful one to populate the root node. The algorithm then ontinues to growthe tree in a similar manner: for eah new node to be reated, the algorithm inspets all preditors(inluding the ones already used) and hooses the one most useful for this stage of the analysis54. Thealgorithm stops one a node holds less than 20 observations or one reating new nodes is not likelyto improve performane.The lassi�ation tree provides a onvenient way to understand the trends in the data and to geta feel for some existing interations. For instane VClass appears only in the right branh of thetree, so aording to the tree model it is only relevant for lauses whose subjet is a lexial NP. Wehave then an interation of VClass and NPType. The same holds for Length that interats withNPType but also interats with VClass. Animay appears to be relevant only for a ombination ofa Lexial NP subjet, an Unausative or Passive verb and an Old, LTM or Inferable Subjet, and soit interats with NPType, VClass and Aess. In this way the tree model an learly outline highorder interations.54There are di�erent algorithms to deide what is the most useful fator in any given stage, but the most basi andstraightforward one simply hooses the fator that splits the remaining sentenes in the most extreme manner withregard to word order, and thus provides for the maximal information gain.50



The performane of the tree model is quite good and when trained and tested on our training orpusit aurately predits 89.66% of the data. To test for over�tting, the model auray sores wereaveraged over 200 bootstrapping iterations55 (resulting in auray of 88.72%) and averaged againover 561 iterations of leave one out ross validation56 (resulting in auray 86.27%). These initialresults indiate a degree of over�tting, but even so, they are enouragingly high onsidering that thebaseline for this problem�a model that always predits the V1 word order�only arrives at an auraysore of 65.95% .The lassi�ation tree model has an advantage over the regression models I will soon disuss, in that itpiks up on interations between fators by itself , and outlines them in a way that is easily interpretedby the linguist. This model has however a few downsides: �rstly, at least as far as the open soure Rsoftware pakage is onerned, lassi�ation trees do not provide signi�ane levels and p-values for thedi�erent fators. While there are ways to arrive at these values, the manual work will be unneessarilytedious. Seondly, lassi�ation trees provide a mehanism aording to whih the speaker sequentiallyonsiders the values of the di�erent fators. This model was suggested by Gries (2003, p. 115,116)to be ognitively less plausible than that of regression models in whih all fators are onsideredsimultaneously.Based on these arguments I will not develop the tree model further. It is presented here for illustrativepurposes and beause it an point out interations that one an later entertain in the interationmodeling stages of logisti regression. For a more in depth disussion of the proedures disussed here,as well as for the ways to tune and validate lassi�ation tree models, the reader is referred to Baayen(2008, p. 148-154)5.3.2 Logisti RegressionPreliminaries and mathematial formulation Logisti regression is probably the most ommonway to model a binary response variable whose value is in�uened by both ordinal and ontinuousfators. This modeling tehnique is beoming prevalent in linguistis following the works of Williams(1994), Arnold et al. (2000), Bresnan et al. (2007) and also Gries (2003) who used the related teh-nique of disriminant analysis. The predited probability of the binary variable SVOrder under theassumptions of the logisti model is given in formula 1.(1) P (SV Order = ”V S”) =
1

1 + e−βXWhere X = (X0, X1, ..., Xn) is a vetor of variables orresponding to the di�erent levels of ourfators, and β = (β0, β1, ..., βn) is a vetor of oe�ients. Eah oe�ient βi desribes the size of55Bootstrapping is a validation proedure in whih we randomly sample from our training orpus a group of sentenesthat's the size of orpus, but we do it with replaement. For instane sine our training orpus ontains 561 sentenes,taking from it a sample of 561 sentenes with replaement will result at a new training set of 561 sentenes, of whihthere are around 350 unique sentenes (the rest are double instanes of these 350). We then train our model on this neworpus and test it against the original orpus. In this way we both have a reasonably large training orpus, and a largetest orpus that ontains a large group of sentenes the model has never seen before (≈561-350=211). Averaging over alarge number of bootstrapping iterations should provide us with information about our model's performane on unseendata and anel out the e�ets of over�tting.56Leave one out ross validation is another validation tehnique designed to aount for over�tting. In leave one outross validation we train the model on all the data exept for a single sample and then test the model on that one sample.We repeat this proess for eah sample in our orpus and average over the obtained results. In eah iteration we have alarge training orpus, yet our model predits the word order of an unseen sentene.51



the ontribution of its orresponding fator level xi. Before starting the regression proess all nominalfators are onverted to binary variables and mapped to the variables X0, X1, ..., Xn
57. The goal ofthe modeling proess is to math the variables X = (X0, X1, ..., Xn) (i.e. our fator levels) with avetor β = (β0, β1, ..., βn) of oe�ients that determines their relative strength.As indiated by formula 1, weighing the fators X by their weights β (i.e. the produt Xβ = X0β0 +

X1β1+...+Xnβn) does not diretly provide the probability of the VS word order. However, the relationbetween Xβ and the probability is suh, that the higher the value of Xβ the higher the probabilityof the VS word order58. In partiular, the oe�ients β and the weighted sum Xβ an be negative�indiating a preferene for the SV order, or positive�indiating a preferene for the VS order. When
Xβ = 0 then the probability for VS is equal to the probability of SV (i.e. P (”V S”) = 0.5). To arriveat exat word order probabilities from the vetors X and β, we'll use formula 1.Modeling Proess and Initial Results Limitations of logisti regression neessitated the elimina-tion of fator levels that are deterministi with regard to word order or that otherwise do not ontainenough data points. Namely, the level Aess=LTM was brought together with Aess=Inferable(sine the Aess=LTM level had only 14 data points); The level NPType=Pronoun was broughttogether with NPType=ProperName (the level NPType=Pronoun is deterministi�all 91 subjetpronouns appeared in the SV order) and the level Person=2 was brought together with the levelPerson=1 (The level Person=2 had only 4 data points, all in the SV order). The uni�ation oflevels with few data points is largely insigni�ant from the standpoint of model strength. However,the uni�ation of the pronoun level with the proper name level uni�ed two levels with an adequatenumber of data points and was onduted just beause the Pronoun level had no V1 samples. Thisuni�ation slightly redues the preditive fore of the NPType fator sine the deterministi natureof the pronoun level is lost59.Following these preliminaries I de�ned model A to inlude all eight fators and �tted it to the data.The formula for the model is given in (40).(40) Model ASVOrder ∼ VClass + NPType + Aess + Length + Def + Animay + Person+ Agentivity57The way in whih this mapping is done is by equating the in�uene of one level of a fator with the interept
β0�whose orresponding variable x0 is de�ned to be 1�and then reating a variable for eah additional level of thefator. In this way the e�et of the levels mapped to the interept is always present, and the e�ets of other levelsare added to it if the respetive variables are given the value 1. For example, the fator VClass that has the levelsUnausative, Unergative and Passive an be oded as two binary variables lets say x1 and x2 that map to the levelsVClass=Unausative and VClass=Unergative. The level VClass=Passive is mapped to the interept and a�ets thevalue of β0. If both x1 and x2 are 0 (i.e. the sentene involves a passive verb) than the e�et of the level passive willbear on the outome probability through the interept; if however one of the variables x1 or x2 is 1 (i.e. the verb iseither unausative or unergative), then its respetive β value (β1 or β2) will be taken into aount so as to override theprobability assigned by the interept alone.58It should be stressed however, that the relation between Xβ and the probability is not linear. It is mediated bythe logit funtion�(∗) Xβ = logit(P (SV Order = ”V S”)). The logit funtion is given by logit(x) = log( x

1−x
); itsinverse�the logisti funtion�is given by π(x) = ex

1+ex . We an arrive at the probability given in formula 1 by applyingthe logisti funtion to both sides of the equation (∗) as follows: π(Xβ) = π(logit(P (SV Order = ”V S”)) ⇒
eXβ

1+eXβ =

P (SV Order = ”V S”) ⇒ P (SV Order = ”V S”) = 1
1+eXβ

eXβ

⇒ P (SV Order = ”V S”) = 1
1+e−Xβ .59This might have been a problem if the fator NPType would have turned out insigni�ant, sine in that ase wewould not be able to know its signi�ane level had the regression model did not have the said limitation. Lukily, thisdoes not apply here as the fator NPType turns out to be signi�ant under all models onsidered.52



The model's likelihood ratio (its deviane relative to the deviane of the null model)60 is 398.5 (df=10)whih is highly signi�ant (p<0.001). Its onordane sore (C=0.934) is also very high whih indi-ates exellent disrimination between the SV and VS levels61. The auray sores for the model�summarized in table 19�are 88.95% (i.e. the model orretly predits word order in 88.95% of theorpus sentenes). Table 19: Auray sores for Model A (uto�=50%)Predited=�SV� Predited=�VS� PreisionObserved=�SV� 149 42 74.35%Observed=�VS� 20 350 94.59%Overall 88.95%To hek for over�tting e�ets on performane I have averaged the model auray results over 200bootstrapping iterations (88.88%), and over a full yle of leave one out ross validation (87.34%).Also, omparison of the onordane sore C between the training and test sets of 200 bootstrappingiterations yields an optimism level of (.0058) and a orreted onordane sore of C=0.92962. Afterorreting for over�tting, these results are already better than the orreted results of the lassi�ationtree model presented earlier.To arrive at the set of signi�ant fators, I have used the likelihood ratio test (the statisti D). Foreah fator in model A, D is the di�erene between the model's deviane (321.08) and the deviane ofthe model without that fator. Under the null hypothesis this di�erene is distributed χ2 with degreesof freedom equal to the number of degrees of freedom of the removed fator. A signi�ant value of Dindiates that the fator is required in the model even in the presene of all other fators. Table 20indiates that the signi�ant fators are VClass, Length, Aess, NPType, Def and Animay(Animay is marginally signi�ant). All these fators thus e�et the hoie of word order in a waythat is not reduible to the e�et of other fators.Interestingly the fators Agentivity and Person did not turn out signi�ant one the in�uene ofother fators was onsidered. In the ase of Agentivity this was to be expeted sine it is highlyorrelated with both VClass (V=0.64 for their orrelation) and Animay (V=0.71). It appearsthat the other semanti fators do a better job in prediting word order than Agentivity and ine�et render it insigni�ant (indeed removing Animay and VClass from the model results in aninferior model, but one in whih Agentivity is highly signi�ant). In the ase of Person, it ishighly orrelated only with NPType (V=0.61), but it seems this orrelation is su�ient to render it60The deviane of the model is related to the likelihood the model asribes to its training orpus (mathematiallyits -2 the di�erene between the log-likelihood of the model and the log-likelihood of a saturated model). The higherthis probability the lower the deviane. The deviane in logisti regression plays the role of the residual error in linearregression (i.e. a measurement of the variane not explained by the model).61The C index�the probability of onordane between predited probability and response�is derived from theWilox-Mann-Whitney two sample rank test. It is omputed by taking all possible pairs of sentenes suh that one ofthe sentenes is SV ordered and the other VS ordered; The index is the proportion of these pairs and the subset of pairsin whih the VS sentene was indeed equated by the model with a higher probability then the SV one (f. Harrell, 2001,p. 247).62The optimism level is the di�erene in C sore between the training and test sets averaged over 200 bootstrappingiterations. This sore is then subtrated from the original C sore to arrive at the C sore that is orreted for over�tting.53



Table 20: The likelihood ratio D for Model A with a single fator exludedExluded Fator Df D PVClass 2 31.91 p<.001Length 1 24.78 p<.001Aess 2 17.03 p<.001NPType 1 8.73 p=.003Def 1 6.93 p=.008Animay 1 4.32 p=.038Person 1 1.32 p=.251Agentivity 1 0.15 p=.697
insigni�ant. Basially all the 1st and 2nd person NPs in my orpus were pronouns, so with regard tothese levels Person has no preditive advantage over NPType (sine sentenes inluding pronounsare already predited by NPType to be S1). However, for 3rd person NPs, NPType is muh better inprediting word order sine it di�erentiates between the pronoun, proper name and lexial NP levels,whih all behave di�erently with regard to word order.In order to further demonstrate the need for multiple fators I ompared the model preditive powerto the preditive power of models that rely on a single fator. The results in table 21 below areorreted for over�tting using both bootstrapping and leave one out ross validation (see notes 55and 56 on page 51 for disussion of these tehniques). It should be noted at this point that auraysores, despite their initial appeal, are generally frowned upon by statistiians as a measure of modelstrength. Harrell (2001) disusses their shortomings at length and indeed the R statistial pakagedoes not provide them by default. The main problem with auray sores is that they fail to re�etthe margin of the model's suessful and unsuessful preditions. Consider two models: the �rstmodel equates every SV sentene with 0% probability (probabilities are taken to be the probability ofa VS outome) and every VS sentene with 49.9% probability; the seond model equates all senteneswith 30% probability. We intuitively understand that the �rst model is muh better than the seond,but if the uto� is taken to be 50%63, both models will ahieve preisely the same auray soressine for any given sentene both will always predit the word order to be SV. Beside the disregardof suess/error margins, this example also demonstrates another important shortoming of auraymeasurements�their sensitivity to the uto� point. Indeed, if the uto� point was just a little below63the uto� is the probability point that separates SV from VS preditions. Below it we onsider the model's preditionto be SV and above it we onsider the model's predition to be SV. The uto� for all auray sores I will present hereis 50%, although sometimes the uto� that ahieves the best auray sores is not exatly on 50%, but rather a littlebelow or above it. 54



Table 21: Auray sores for monofatorial modelsFator BootstrappingAuray(n=200) Leave One OutCross validationAuray Bootstrapped C(n=200)NPType 84.14% 84.14% 0.784VClass 81.31% 81.46% 0.779Aess 81.06% 81.64% 0.83Animay 80.75% 80.75% 0.798Agentivity 75.58% 75.58% 0.7Person 75.58% 75.58% 0.643Length 68.56% 70.05% 0.74Def 65.54% 64.88% 0.718
the point of 50%, the �rst model would suddenly ahieve perfet auray! In order to irumventthese problems I will always present the models' C sores in addition to auray sores, and indeed,the C sores should be taken to be more authoritative (for a disussion of C sores see footnote 61 onpage 53).As an be seen in table 21, our initial model (that does not yet take interations into aount) isalready muh stronger than the best single fator model. This is re�eted by both the auray soresand the C sores64.The results presented verify the thesis that no single fator an aount for the hoie of word order andthat it is multiple fators that determine that hoie. Aording to our initial model�Model A�thefators VClass, Length, Aess, NPType, Def and Animay make signi�ant ontributions toword order and are not reduible to the e�ets of other fators. These results verify and support theseond part of the topiality hypothesis (36-b).Interations In the previous setion I �tted the data with an initial model�Model A�that onsid-ered all fators but did not onsider interations between them. From a linguisti standpoint, a slightshortoming of logisti regression (when ompared, for instane, to lassi�ation trees) is that it onlyadjusts the relative strength of the fators supplied to it�it does not unover interations by itself.64One may initially think that the di�erene between an auray sore of around 84% is not that far from anauray sore of 88%, however that is de�nitely not the ase. As long as the di�erene in auray persists overmultiple bootstrapping or leave one out iterations�whih it does�even a very small di�erene an be onsidered highlysigni�ant, let alone a di�erene of 4%. Note also that when auray approahes 90% every (fration of) perent ounts.Another way to look at suh a di�erene is to note that the best monofatorial model makes around 30% more preditionerrors then our initial multifatorial model. 55



The study of interations in a model that ontains eight highly orrelated fators is a very omplexproess. In this setion I do not intend to present a de�nitive study of the signi�ant interationsin the data, but rather to show how outlining interations an improve our model's performane andin�uene our understanding of the phenomenon.As an initial step I have de�ned Model B to inlude the six signi�ant fators from Model A, plus alltheir seond order interations65. The formula for model B is given in (41).(41) Model BSVOrder ∼ (VClass + NPType + Aess + Length + Def + Animay)2This resulted in a muh better �t for the data L.R=464.59 df=33 p<.00166. Calulating the di�ereneof deviane between Model B and Model A reveals that Model B �ts the data signi�antly betterD=66.0841, df=23, p<.001 and the model also disriminates better (C=.958). However, a high pro-portion of this di�erene seems to be the result of over�tting�Model B seems to signi�antly over�tthe data. When subjet to bootstrapping, its disrimination sore drops to C=.924�below that ofmodel A�and its auray sores on bootstrapping (90.6%) and ross validation (89.1%) tests dropas well, although they still outsore those of model A. These results indiate a signi�ant degree ofover�tting, but they are not surprising. It is indeed expeted that adding all possible interations tothe model will ause it to pik up on many patterns that are idiosynrati to the spei� trainingorpus.The next step is then to take a minimal model that inludes the six signi�ant fators of Model A,adding to it only the interations that appear signi�ant. This stage required some trial and error,but it seems that adding the interations between Animay and Aess and between Animay andDef provides for the maximal gain in �t and performane with the minimal amount of lutter. Thereason to this is lear one we examine the ontingeny tables for these interations (outlined in table22 below). Table 22: E�ets of Animay over levels of Aess and DefAess=New Aess=Old Def=0Animate Inanimate Animate Inanimate Animate InanimateVS 44 247 9 36 30 156SV 10 24 116 15 8 5As the table indiates, New subjets tend to favor the VS order but this tendeny varies dependingon the levels of Animay. For animate subjets this tendeny is quite weak whereas for inanimatesubjets it is very strong. An even more extreme ase is that of Old subjets: sentenes with subjetsthat are both Old and Inanimate are distributed aording to expetations between the VS and SVlevels (keep in mind that the number of VS sentenes in the orpus is nearly twie the number of SVsentenes) whereas sentenes with subjets that are Old and Animate strongly prefer the SV wordorder. The same logi aounts for the Def*Animay interation as well. While in other instanesthe aumulative main e�ets of the fators an aount for stronger tendenies toward one of the65I exluded a single interation�Def=1 * NPType=Pronoun,Proper_name�beause these values oinide om-pletely and throw o� the regression alulations at various stages of the analysis.66The model's L.R sore re�ets the di�erene between its deviane and that of the null model.56



two word orders, with regard to Aess, Def and Animay this is learly not viable and thus theinteration e�ets are signi�ant.Following this disussion I reated Model C and �tted it to the data. The formula for Model C is givenin (42) where * marks an interation between two fators:(42) Model CSVOrder ∼ VClass + NPType + Aess + Length + Animay + Animay * Aess+ Animay=0 * Def=0Note that in this model, the main e�et for the fator Def is not onsidered. Model C only onsidersDef's e�et in the ontext of its interation with Animay, and more preisely, it only onsiders theinteration between inde�nite and inanimate subjets (Animay=0 * Def=0). This is the result oftrial and error in an e�ort to arrive at a parsimonious model that also ahieves optimal results. Itseems that when onsidering all other fators and interations the main e�et of Def beomes onlymarginally signi�ant and does not seem to reliably ontribute to auray or disrimination sores.This of ourse does not diminish the signi�ane of the ontribution of Def�if an interation thatinludes the fator is signi�ant the fator is obviously signi�ant as well. Model C results are exellentand it de�nitely outperforms Model A. Model C's L.R sore is 413.3 (p<0.001), its C sore is 0.94 andauray sore is 89.48%. When orreting for over�tting the C sore is still very high C=0.935, andit ahieves an auray sore of 89.3% in leave one out ross validation and 89.86% in bootstrappingaveraged over 200 iterations (the bootstrapping result is even better than the unorreted auraysores, an indiation that our model does not over�t the data). Model C's results are all signi�antlybetter than those of Model A, but as opposed to Model B, Model C does not over�t the data and asI will later show all of its fators and interations are signi�ant. Table 23 summarizes performanedata for the three models.Table 23: Performane omparison for the three regression modelsDf Deviane C Auray Bootstrapped C(n=200) Leave One OutAuray BootstrapAuray(n=200)Model A 10 321.082 0.934 88.95% 0.929 87.34% 88.88%Model B 33 254.998 0.958 91.98% 0.924 089.1% 90.6%Model C 10 306.282 0.94 89.48% 0.935 89.3% 89.86%As an be seen in the table, both models B and C appear to be overall better than model A (althougha ase an be made for model A's strength ompared to model B due to its improved C sore afterorreting for over�tting). When omparing Model B to Model C, I would onlude that ModelC is stronger. Model B does �t the data signi�antly better (p=0.0006 for the di�erene betweentheir respetive devianes) but this is learly the result of over�tting. When omparing aurayresults (uto�=50%), Model B appears to be stronger on bootstrapping tests and a bit weaker inross validation. However, as I pointed out earlier, auray sores are generally onsidered a badmeasurement of model strength due to their sensitivity to the uto� point and beause they don't take57



Table 24: Model C ompared to models that exlude a single fatorModel Deviane ompared to Model C Bootstrapped C Bootstrap Auray(n=200)Model C 306.28, df=10 0.935 89.86%Model C - VClass 341.85, df=8, P<.001 0.922 88.19%Model C - Length 333.21, df=9, P<.001 0.923 88.68%Model C - NPType 318.23, df=9, P<.001 0.929 89.63%Model C - Animay 327.08, df=7, P<.001 0.927 89.01%Model C - Aess 340.49, df=6, P<.001 0.924 88.66%Model C - Def 320.38, df=9, P<.001 0.926 89.1%
error/suess margins into onsideration. When we onsider the orreted disrimination sores ModelC is onsiderably stronger than Model B (these sores also remain about the same on a larger numberof bootstrapping iterations).Reestablishing the signi�ant fators Upon arriving at a better model than our initial intera-tionless model, it is ritial to reexamine whih of the model's fators are signi�ant. While the fatorsVClass, Length, NPType, Animay, Aess and Def were all found to be signi�ant in ModelA, the newly added interations an theoretially invalidate some of them or perhaps strengthen theire�et. In my the disussion of model A, the only metri used to onlude that a fator is signi�antwas its ontribution to the derease in the model's deviane. Under this metri the fator Animayand to an extent also Def were only marginally signi�ant. In the disussion of Model C (below),more metris are used, resulting in the onlusion that all fators are highly signi�ant.Model C ontains six of our original fators and two interations. To test the signi�ane of the di�erentfators, six new models were onstruted, eah ontaining all of Model C's fators but one. On removinga fator, all its interations were also removed. For instane, removing the fator Animay involvedremoving the interation Animay*Aess (while at the same time keeping Aess in the model ofourse). Eah of the resulting models was examined with respet to 3 measurements: (i) the inrease indeviane relative to Model C and its signi�ane; (ii) the new C value orreted for over�tting (by 200bootstrap iterations); and (iii) the auray averaged over 200 bootstrapping iterations. The resultsare summarized in table 24.As an be seen in the table, removing any of the fators from Model C inreases deviane signi�antly(P<.001). This result indiates that in the superior model C, all fators are highly signi�ant (notethat this is in opposition to Model A in whih Animay and to an extent Def, were only marginallysigni�ant). It an also be seen that removing any single fator from the model diminishes the model's58



disrimination ability as is re�eted by the lower C and auray sores (both orreted for over�ttingby bootstrapping)67. The onvergene of all measurements is enouraging and indiates the signi�antontribution of all fators to the strength of our �nal model.5.3.3 Conluding RemarksIn this setion I have examined the simultaneous in�uene of the di�erent fators using several re-gression models and one lassi�ation tree model. The results obtained verify the seond part of thetopiality hypothesis (36-b) and outline a set of signi�ant fators�VClass, Length, NPType, An-imay, Aess and Def�the ontribution of whih to the hoie of word order annot be reduedto the e�ets of other fators.Before onluding the disussion some aveats are in order. Firstly, the di�ulty in diretly quantifyingtopihood is problemati. Topihood is a fator in its own right and obviously one that should beinluded in the model68. Moreover, in the ourse of this work, I ame aross other fators that werenot onsidered here and may very well hange the results of this study, at least with respet to theexat set of signi�ant fators. Verb tense, subjet onreteness, strutural parallelism, presene andloation of spei� modi�ers and also a more �ne grained lassi�ations of the VClass and Aessfators should all be onsidered in order to arrive at a more omprehensive piture. Furthermore,my modeling of interations was rather basi; I did not onsider third or higher order interations,an analysis of whih is likely to improve performane and provide more insight. Another importantpoint to bear in mind is that the orpus used in this study was omprised entirely of written olloquialHebrew. In order to generalize the obtained results to spoken Hebrew, the orpus has to be enrihedwith data of spoken Hebrew and the di�erenes between the genres (di�erenes that will most ertainlyarise) should be analyzed and aounted for.Bearing all this in mind, the study reported here already provides a wealth of new data onerningthe exat strength and in�uene of a large number of fators on the hoie of word order. Indeed, itis at this point in time the only study that bears quantitatively on these issues. More importantly,I believe that this study is part of an important paradigm shift in the �eld of linguistis. Its resultsshould not be taken to be the �nal word but rather a point of departure. In the emerging quantitativeparadigm , if one wishes to ontest my results by suggesting that other fators an better aount forthe data, all they have to do is to devise an empirial eliitation method for their fators, to onstruta model that inludes them and to provide the measurements indiating the superiority of their model.67I onduted another 1000 bootstrapping iterations for Model C and its two losest �ompetitors�. �Model C -NPType� and �Model C - Animay�. Results however, remained steady at C=0.935, 89.85%; C=0.93, 89.58%; andC=0.928, 88.99% respetively.68Quantifying topiality is not impossible. Givón (1983) used a measurement that weighs the number of previousmentions (aessibility), the number of subsequent mentions (importane) and the number of distrators (other entities)in previous disourse (Givón's textual window is always 10 sentenes before and after the sentene ontaining the entityin question). However, if we take topis to be aboutness topis it seems to me that Givón is just measuring topiorrelates whih is not that di�erent than what I have been doing in this work (although I did not take into aount allhis topi orrelates above, whih is something that should be done by future researh sine they are indeed relevant).If one insists that topis should relate to our intuitive feeling of aboutness, an alternative way to identify the topi isto onverge on a de�nition that yields high agreement rates between annotators and annotate sentenes for the featureTop that will be 1 if the subjet is topial and 0 otherwise. My onlusions from suh an analysis based on Gundel'sde�nition in (29) were that Top is a highly in�uential fator (arriving by itself to auray rates of 85.8% when �tted onthe orpus data), but also that its inlusion in the model does not invalidate the other fators (although their degree ofsigni�ane beomes lower, whih is to be expeted). I naturally don't take these data to be authoritative; onlusionsan only be drawn after it is shown that Gundel's de�nition does indeed yield high agreement rates between di�erentannotators. In the mean time the reader is referred to setions 3.3 and 3.4 for a qualitative disussion of the impat oftopiality and why it does not tell the whole story. 59



Suh methods bring linguisti methodology and argumentation to par with aepted standards inneighboring disiplines and are, to my view, an important and essential step forward.
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6 ConlusionsIn this work I have reviewed a number of urrent approahes to the analysis of Hebrew V1 sentenes. Iargued that the syntati aount presented by Shlonsky (1997) seems inadequate in the fae of orpusdata, and that the two major funtional aounts for the phenomenon: Melnik (2002, 2006) and Kuzar(2006b, forthoming), while mostly valid, appear to underestimate Givón's important generalizationthat all V1 onstrutions generally exhibit non topial subjets (Givón, 1976a). Based on this gener-alization and based on Lambreht's evidene for its ross-linguisti relevane (Lambreht, 1994, 2000),I have set forth an aount that is based on two entral laims: (i) that oding non-topial subjetsis the driving fore behind the availability of the V1 word order and its assoiation with various lin-guisti features; and (ii) that sine grammatiization is sensitive to frequenies, the various featuresassoiated with V1 onstrutions are at this point making an independent ontribution to the hoieof word order (beyond that of topiality). In order to substantiate my �rst laim I have examined thedistribution of many linguisti features that are known to be topi orrelates, validating that they allpattern as expeted: features that are assoiated with low topiality are assoiated with the V1 wordorder and features that are assoiated with high topiality are assoiated with the S1 word order. Inorder to substantiate my seond laim and to arrive at a set of signi�ant fators I have onstruteda number of statistial models to predit word order and showed that only a model that weighs thee�ets of multiple fators an aount best for the orpus data. The model that provided the bestresults inluded fators relating to aessibility, verb lass, animay, de�niteness, subjet length andsubjet NP type. Attempts to remove any one fator from the model diminished its performane whihindiates that all fators are required. I onluded the analysis in setion 5.3.3 by suggesting empirialmethods one an employ in order to falsify or (hopefully) add to these �ndings.
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Part IIIAppendixesA The Syntati Aount of Triggered InversionShlonsky's syntati aount of triggered inversion assumes that the lause-initial element in TI sen-tenes is positioned in some spei�er position within the CP, and arries with it a feature that mustbe heked. Aording to this aount, the relevant feature must be heked by the verb, and for thatreason the verb moves from I0 to C0 on top of its V0 to I0 movement. The V0 to I0 to C0 movementplaes the verb hierarhially above the [spe, IP℄ subjet, and yields the observed trigger-verb-subjetword order. CPTrigger C'V0 IPSubj I'I0 VPtsubj V'tV 0 ObjFigure 5: Simpli�ed syntati analysis of TI sentenes aording to Shlonsky (1997)Shlonsky points out that pratially any onstituent that may appear lause-initially preeding thesubjet, an at as a trigger for inversion. Shlonsky (1997, p. 147) demonstrates many types ofpossible triggers, repeated below in (43):(43) a. Temporal Adverbetmolyesterday aradetained ha-mǐstarathe-polie harbemany pe'ilim.ativists.`The polie detained many ativists yesterday.'b. Prepositional Phraseba-pšitain-the-raid ha-leilitthe-nightly aradetained ha-mǐstarathe-polie pe'ilimativists rabim.many.`The polie detained many ativists in the nightly raid.'. Clausal Adverbmi-bliwithout le-kabelto-get ǐsurauthorization mi-gavohafrom-higher-up aradetained ha-mǐstarathe-polie pe'ilimativists rabim.many.`The polie detained many ativists without getting authorization from higher up.'d. Diret Objet 62



pe'ilimativists rabimmany aradetained ha-mǐstarathe-polie ba-pšitain-the-raid ha-leilit.the-nightly.`The polie detained many ativists in the nightly raid.'e. Indiret Objetla-taxanato-the-station šalxasent ha-mǐstarathe-polie etACC ha-aurim.the-detainees.`The polie sent the detainees to the station.'f. Clausal ComplementloNEG le-daberto-talk be-mešexduring ha-nesi'athe-ride tav'ademanded ha-mǐstarathe-polie minfrom ha-aurim.the-detainees.`The polie asked the detainees not to speak during the ride.'g. Negative Phrasele-olamnever loNEG taskimwill-agree ha-memšalathe-government le-farekto-dismantle hitnaxaluyot.settlements.`The government will never agree to dismantle settlements.'h. Wh-Expressionmataiwhen aradetained ha-mǐstarathe-polie etACC ha-pe'ilim?the-ativists?`When did the polie detain the ativists?'Shlonsky does not go into details about the exat position of the di�erent triggers inside the ompdomain nor does he speify their relevant features. He abstrats from these details by saying that thetriggers oupy di�erent spei�er positions within the CP (supposedly aording to their role), andtreats them all as [spe, CP℄.Shlonsky then onsiders the VS word order in TI sentenes to be motivated by the need to hekfeatures of the trigger. However, as disussed in Chapter 1, it is well known that inverted sentenesnormally have non-inverted alternatives. Treating inversion as an optional proess poses two immediateproblems for Shlonsky's ideas:1. If inversion is optional, how an the relevant features of the trigger be heked in the ase whereinversion does not take plae?2. If these features do not require heking, then what motivates movement in the �rst plae?Shlonsky eshews these problems by arguing that inversion is in fat not optional but results from ablend of dialets:I believe the optionality in these ases re�ets register or dialetal di�erenes: formalwritten Hebrew requires inversion�this is partiularly lear when the trigger is a wh-expression or a relative operator�while olloquial spoken Hebrew eshews it. In a stritsense, then, triggered inversion is not an optional proess but results from a blend ofdialets. (Shlonsky, 1997, p. 149)However, a quik searh in orpora of Spoken Hebrew reveals numerous examples of trigger-verb-subjetsentenes that are supposedly banned from Spoken Hebrew6969The �rst example is from Dori-Haohen's orpus of radio onversations (Dori-Haohen, 2008) and the seond and63



(44) a. pit'omSuddenly aimappear kol mineyall sorts of anašimpeople še-norawho-terribly roimwant mǐs'al am.a-referendum.`Suddenly all sorts of people appear, who desperately want a referendum.'b. pit'omsuddenly olerises l-oto-him eyzesome fyuzfuse l-a-roš.to-the-head.`Suddenly he beomes very enraged.'. kaxso pit'omsuddenly ba'aarrive lato-itself eyzesome sirat mifrassailboat ktanasmall ve-ataand-you arix...need...`So suddenly a small sailboat arrives and you need...'It is therefore lear that inversion is not shunned by Spoken Hebrew, and at least synhronially,triggered inversion is an optional proess. It might be argued that diahronially, the use of TIsentenes in Spoken Hebrew originated from the in�uene of written texts, but this laim, beside beingspeulative, does not resolve the problem. The optionality of TI entails that synhronially, in themind of the speaker, the features of the various triggers require heking on some oasions but noton others, whih is of ourse ontraditory.

third are from a subset of the Izre'el orpus Izre'el et al. (2004) obtained from the Mila knowledge enter for proessingHebrew (http://www.mila.s.tehnion.a.il/hebrew/resoures/orpora/spokenHebrew/index.html).64



B SubjetB.1 OverviewIn traditional grammar, the term 'subjet' is highly ambiguous. Grammarians and logiians have usedit to refer to quite distint onepts suh as �old information�, �the thing whih the sentene is about�,�the prominent element in the sentene�, et. Jespersen (1924, p. 146), surveyed these de�nitions andonluded that it is best to restrit the word subjet to refer to the grammatial subjet (see below),and use di�erent terms for the other onepts.It is interesting to �nd the exat terms used in urrent disussions of topiality as the fous of attentionin papers written some 100 years ago on subjethood. For instane, Jespersen (1924) quotes Baldwin(1902, p. 364):The subjet is sometimes said to be the relatively familiar element, to whih the prediate isadded as something new. The utterer throws into his subjet all that he knows the reeiveris already willing to grant him, and to this he adds in the prediate what onstitutes thenew information to be onveyed by the sentene.Later he writes that another �frequently given� de�nition is that the subjet is what you talk about, andthe prediate is what is said about the subjet. These two de�nitions, using the onepts of aboutnessand givenness, have survived to this day, but following Jespersen's reommendations they are no longerused to de�ne subjet but rather to desribe the haraterizations of the topi (see appendix C).Jespersen goes on to survey the terms logial subjet and psyhologial subjet. These terms wereput forth in an attempt to larify di�erent aspets of subjethood, but have soon beome hopelesslyambiguous themselves. The Oxford Ditionary of English Grammar (Chalker and Edmund, 1998)urrently de�nes the psyhologial subjet as �what the lause is about�, and the logial subjet as�the agent of the ation�. However, in the inreasingly rare oasions where these terms are used, theirde�nitions vary onsiderably. Jespersen (1924) listed no less than eleven de�nitions for these terms,where only two of whih are similar to those of the Oxford Ditionary70.Jespersen onluded his survey in saying that we should restrit the use of the term subjet to refer tothe grammatial subjet, and avoid attahing to this word adjunts suh as logial or psyhologial.It is interesting to note that Jespersen's own de�nition for grammatial subjet in Jespersen (1924)has not gained popularity over the years71. However, in Jespersen (1937, p. 137) he haraterized itby verbal agreement whih is similar to the way in whih it is pereived today (see disussion in thefollowing setion).70The de�nition of psyhologial subjet by Paul (Jespersen, 1924, p. 147), reminds in some ways the modern disussionof topis. Paul onsidered the psyhologial subjet to be the idea or group of ideas that is �rst present in the mindof the speaker and the psyhologial prediate to be the part that is later joined to it. He also said that the speakersometimes plaes the psyhologial subjet after the prediate, beause in the moment where he begins to speak, theprediate idea is the more �important� one. While this wording is far from the one used today, it might be onsideredan early disussion of the fators a�eting information pakaging. As for the Oxford Ditionary's de�nition of logialsubjet, it an also be traked bak to Jespersen (1924), where along with other de�nitions it was laimed that �Manygrammarians use the term logial subjet for that part of the passive sentene whih would be the subjet if the sameidea had been expressed in the ative turn�.71Jespersen (1924) attempted to outline a number of grammatial manifestations that haraterize the �primary�element in the sentene resulting in a mixture of semanti onepts that is quite distint from what is termed grammatialsubjet in modern linguistis. 65



B.2 Grammatial SubjetThe grammatial subjet is so named beause it is grammatially marked in a way that di�erentiatesit from other elements of the sentene. Theories di�er with regard to the funtional role of subjetmarking. Mithun (1991, p. 160), for example, argues that �the funtion of subjets is lear: theyare essentially grammatiized lause topis.� Dowty (1991) on the other hand presented a granularsemanti theory in whih the subjet role is to mark the partiipant that is the most �agentive�, that is,the one with more agentive harateristis like volition or ausality72. It seems reasonable to assumethat topihood and agentivity (in the sense of the proto-agent roles) are both di�erent aspets ofsubjethood. If we look for instane on passive sentenes suh as John was shot by a sniper, it seemsthat the hoie of John for the subjet is due to his topi status (he has less proto-agent roles than thesniper). However, if we look at a sentene suh as koev l-i ha-roš 'hurt to-me the-head' it seems thatin this Hebrew sentene the subjet ha-roš 'the-head' is seleted not beause of its topihood (it is farmore likely that the speaker is the topi in this sentene) but rather beause of its proto-agent roles (inthis ase ausality). These data demonstrate an important issue disussed by Evans and Levinson (inpress). In the proess of formulating sentenes, many di�erent aspets of the underlying propositionsompete for oding. Coding too many of these will yield umbersome sentenes, but oding only afew will make our sentenes less e�etive and harder to proess. In this respet the subjet an thenbe seen as a lever grammatial mehanism to uniformly ode propositional aspets that orrelatestatistially. Instead of separately oding topihood and eah of Dowty's roles, our grammar notesthat they often oinide and odes the element that embodies them best as the grammatial subjet.As to the question of whih element is �the element that embodies them best�, I tend to think a simpleounting mehanism like the one suggested in Dowty (1991) is over simplisti (see for instane thepassive example above). The e�et of the di�erent aspets on the hoie of subjet should in itselfbe analyzed using multifatorial tehniques, but suh investigation is outside the sope of this work.Following the above disussion, I will use the term primary partiipant as a over term for �the elementof the proposition in whih aspets suh as topihood and proto-agenthood interat more strongly thanin other sentene elements73�, and I will onsider the role of the grammatial subjet to be the odingof this element.As for the grammatial manifestation of subjets, sidestepping some ross-linguisti variation subjetsare usually marked by at least one of the following three features: (i) word order, (ii) agreement withthe prediate, and (iii) nominative ase74. In Hebrew, subjets are prototypially marked by all three,but the piture is not always that simple. Inverted sentenes, whih are the topi of this work, arenot unommon, so in Hebrew, word order is the least reliable subjet marker. To ompliate thingsfurther, we often enounter inverted [V S℄ sentenes in whih it is not only that the subjet does notpreede the verb, but also agreement is lost, or worse yet, the ausative ase is assigned instead ofthe nominative. This di�ulty is best exempli�ed by sentenes ontaining the possession/existeneprediate yeš:72Dowty (1991) presented a list of 5 proto-agent and 5 proto-patient roles. His proto-agent roles are: volition,sentiene, ausation, movement and independent existene and his proto-patient roles are hange of state, inrementaltheme, ausally a�eted, stationary relative to another partiipant and existene not independent from the event. Heargued that the subjet's role is to mark the partiipant with the greatest number of proto-agent roles in the event.73The exat de�nition of �strongly� is language spei� and should be determined by multifatorial analysis. Theexat set of relevant aspets of the proposition as well as their exat degree of in�uene on determining the primarypartiipant is outside the sope of this work.74Nominative ase is partially expressed in Hebrew by the lak of the ausative ase on de�nite NPs (i.e. the abseneof the ausative marker et). 66



(45) a. yešEXIST etACC ha-sfarim(3PM)the-books(3PM) b-a-sifriya.in-the-library.`The books are in the library.'b. yešEXIST l-ito-me etACC ha-sfarim(3PM)the-books(3PM) b-a-dira.in-the-apartment.`I have the books in my apartment.'. yešEXIST šomeret(3SF)a-guard(3SF) b-a-knisa.in-the-entrane.`There is a guard at the entrane.'What is the grammatial subjet of the sentenes in (45)? The only argument of the prediate in thesentenes above is post verbal, it does not agree with the verb and it is marked by the ausative ase.Ziv (1976) examined the grammatial markings of subjets in Hebrew possessive sentenes (similarto sentene (45-b)) and onluded that Spoken Hebrew subjets of this type have already lost thesubjet position and ase marking features of anonial subjets and are in the proess of losingagreement as well75. She argues that these �ndings are in aord with Keenan's promotional hierarhy(Keenan, 1976) aording to whih from the three topi oding properties position is easiest to lose,followed by ase marking and followed by verbal agreement. She onludes by arguing that in SpokenHebrew possessive sentenes both the possessor and the possessed element an assume di�erent subjetproperties76, and there is in fat a proess of reanalysis of the grammatial relation between these twoelements. Nonetheless, in pratially all other ases beside those involving the prediate yeš , Hebrewsubjets maintain at least one of the subjet properties (i.e. either ase or agreement, see also setion5.2.1)77 . I will therefore de�ne the subjet in Hebrew as the element of the sentene that eitheragrees with the verb or is assigned the nominative ase (or both of ourse). I will onede however,that in the spei� ase of the existene prediate yeš, this de�nition is insu�ient and beause of thelak of a learly superior alternative I will take the subjet of this prediate to be the element whoseexistene/possession is being asserted.

75Ziv examined sentenes with the past and future in�etions of the existene prediate yeš 'there-is' (i.e. haya'there-was' and yihiye 'there-will-be'). Spoken Hebrew sentenes with these verbs have ausative marked, post verbalsubjets, although subjet�verb agreement is still sporadially maintained. Ziv ompared this situation to that ofNormative Literary Hebrew where possessive subjets are also post verbal, but they still agree with their prediate andmaintain the nominative ase. From this omparison she onluded that diahronially, Hebrew is in the proess of losingthe subjet markers in possessive sentenes.76The possessor an appear sentene initially and thus assume the word order harateristi of subjets. It howevernever assumes the other two harateristis�verbal agreement and nominative ase.77There are a handful of other prediates that might also, very rarely, appear without a subjet-marked argument.These prediates are semantially very similar to the existene prediate (e.g. kara(3SM) et hamikrim(3PM) 'hap-pened(3SM) ACC the-inidents(3PM)'), but these ases are limited to informal registers, and are rare even there. Mysample of the Linzen orpus (370 V1 sentenes and 561 sentenes overall) did not inlude any suh ases.67



C Sentene TopiC.1 OverviewThe term sentene topi is ommonly de�ned as the subjet-matter or �what the sentene is about�(Hoket 1958:21). The preise haraterization of this onept is subjet to great ontroversy, but itis nevertheless repeatedly alluded to when disussing issues of word order, or broadly speaking, whendisussing pakaging variants for propositions. Attempts to formalize aboutness led to de�nitions interms of: givenness, limiting the prediation domain, mental addressation, information gain, and also,many researhers just stik to the vague onept of aboutness in lak of a learly superior one. Inthis appendix I will introdue the motivation behind this onept, disuss its phenomenology and anumber of approahes to its de�nition. I will onlude by adopting a de�nition of topi that is basedon Gundel (1988) and Reinhart (1981).C.2 Topi PhenomenologyThe term topi phenomenology, refers to the range of phenomena that has been motivated, at least tosome extent, by referene to the onept of topi. These phenomena inlude a plethora of syntationstrutions that are argued to be motivated by topi oding, as well as some other phenomenamentioned below. A syntati struture is said to be motivated by topiality insofar as it enodespragmati struture that relates to topiality (or the lak thereof). Let us then brie�y disuss thepossible pragmati strutures of propositions and their aompanying sentene strutures.The unmarked struture of propositions is topi-omment. That is, the topi is the element that theproposition is about, and the omment is the assertion made about that topi. Propositions an also bestrutured as a single unit without topi-omment relations�that would be the ase in event reportingsentenes suh as it's raining. Sentenes re�et the internal pragmati struture of their underlyingpropositions. That is, sentenes that enode topi-omment relations will have a di�erent form thanthose enoding topiless propositions. Furthermore, sentenes oding topi-omment relations alsovary in form from one another, depending on whether the subjet oinides with the topi, the degreeof topi ativation, et.As argued in appendix B.2, the grammatial subjet odes the role of the primary partiipant, whihmost of the time (but not always), oinides with the topi. As a result, a language's anonial wordorder, if it has one, is usually also its main mehanism for topi oding. The sentenes in (46) aresome Hebrew examples of prototypial and non-prototypial topi oding onstrutions.(46) a. Prototypial Topi CodingDanDan pirsempublished moda'atan-add drušimwanted b-a-iton.in-the-newspaper.`Dan published a want ad in the newspaper.'b. Passive Construtionmodaotads drušimwanted hitparsemuwere-published b-a-iton.in-the-newspaper.`Want ads were published in the newspaper.'. Topialization 68



etACC moda'atad ha-drušimthe-wanted pirsempublished dan.dan.`The want ad was published by Dan.'d. Left disloationba-ašerwith-regard le-moda'atto-the-ad ha-drušim,the-wanted, pirsempublished otait dan.dan.`With regard to the want ad, Dan published it.'e. Hanging topiba-ašerwith-regard le-peša,to-rime, aniI maskimagree imwith sar-hapnim.the-minister-of-interior.`With regard to rime, I agree with the Minister of Interior.'Sentene (46-a) is a anonial subjet-prediate/topi-omment sentene. (46-a) is unmarked in thesense that it is in the ative voie, and its subjet is also the topi. Sentenes (46-b) (46-) and (46-d)all exhibit well known strategies of marking topial objets, and sentene (46-e) is distint from theothers in the sense that its topi rime is separated from the lause enoding the omment.Beside the anonial topi onstrutions above, Hebrew also uses verb �rst (V-Objet-S) sentenes toode topial objets. This struture an arise with diret, indiret and dative or loative objets, asexempli�ed below (the topial objets are in bold):(47) a. Diret Objetaararrested otime šoter.a-polieman.`A polieman arrested me.'b. Indiret Objethitxil�irt itiwith-me mǐsehusomeone b-a-mesiba.at-the-party.`Someone at the party made a pass at me.'. Dative Modiferkoevhurt lito-me ha-roš.the-head.`I have a headahe.'d. Loative Modi�erna�afell pohere paa.a bomb.`A bomb fell here.'Finally, topiless propositions are often oded in VS sentenes. Depending on disourse ontext,suh sentenes might ontain objets (see disussion of theti propositions it setion 2.2.2), but theprototypial examples have only a subjet and a prediate.(48) Theti propositionsa. yoredfalling gešem.rain. 69



`It's raining.'b. yešEXIST makot.a-�ght.`There's a �ght.'It should be noted, that topiless propositions and propositions with topial objets an also be enodedin the unmarked SV(O) word order and indeed they often are78. The inverse is very rare, that is,the marked onstrutions in (46), (47) and (48) will not normally enode anonial topi-ommentpropositions in whih the topi is also the subjet.Beside the above onstrutions, many other linguisti phenomena were explained with referene totopiality. These inlude phenomena that have been widely disussed in modern linguistis suh asanaphora resolution, the dative alternation and even island onstraints (f. Reinhart, 1981, 1983,Erteshik-Shir, 2007). A lot of the researh in the �eld relies on some intuitive sense of aboutness tomotivate some spei� onstrution or phenomenon. Attempts to expliate these intuitions in a waythat would aommodate the wide range of phenomena have enountered onsiderable di�ulty. Infat, some reent researh questions the validity of the onept altogether (f. Bar-Asher, 2009, Jaobs,2001). In the following setion I will review di�erent proposals and devise a working de�nition of topi.C.3 Aboutness and Givenness in the De�nition of TopisAttempts to de�ne the term topi have often involved the onepts of aboutness and givenness. Indeed,it an be said that most urrent approahes to topiality an be lassi�ed by their attitude towardthese two onepts. Most researhers agree that aboutness should be a de�ning feature of topis, butthey often di�er on their onept of aboutness: some take it as a primitive while other expliate itfurther. As for givenness, opinions vary even more. Some argue that the topi should be ative inthe mind of the hearer prior to the utterane (Strawson, 1964), some say it is su�ient for it to befamiliar (Gundel, 1988, Gundel and Fretheim, 2001), while others argue that topis an be non-familiar(Reinhart, 1981, Mihaelis and Franis, 2007).A ommon way to introdue topis in terms of givenness is the following79:(49) The topi is the part of the proposition that is given, i.e. it is known to both the speaker andthe hearer. The omment is the new information added about the topi.As argued by Gundel (1988), suh haraterization subtly on�ates two senses of givenness-newness:relational and referential.Referential givenness-newness involves a relation between a linguisti expression and a orrespondingnon-linguisti entity in the speaker's/hearer's mind. The status of referential givenness is the degree ofativation the non-linguisti entity has in the mind of the hearer at the onset time of the utterane. Itan be, for instane, ative (just mentioned in disourse or otherwise salient from the speeh settings),familiar, identi�able or it an be brand-new and unidenti�able.78That's true for most types of propositions. although the word order of anonial theti propositions suh as the onesin (48) is already �xed on VS.79This formulation is essentially the one quoted from Baldwin (1902) in setion B, but it is very ommon and by nomeans limited to that text. 70



Relational givenness-newness, involves the partition of the proposition into two omplementary parts,X and Y, where X is what the sentene is about, and Y is what is prediated about X. Y is newin relation to X in the sense that it adds new information about it; X is given in relation to Yfor the same reason. Relational givenness-newness is in fat a way to haraterize aboutness throughinformation gain, and it is a di�erent onept from the one ommonly referred to by givenness.Coming bak to the de�nition in (49), we an now see the fallay. The de�nition supposedly reatesa givenness-newness ontrast between the topi and the omment, while in fat, these are di�erentsenses of givenness-newness. When disussing the topi, the de�nition in (49) alludes to referentialgivenness (knowledge in the mind of the hearer), while when disussing the omment it alludes torelational newness (the information is only new in relation to the topi, it an, and often does, ontainreferentially old entities). Suh a de�nition on�ates aboutness and givenness in a way that suggeststhat if the omment is new information in relation to the topi, the topi ought to be given informationin the speaker's mind. In atuality, the onepts are distint. Take for instane the examples in(50) where the subjet-topis are underlined:(50) a. ... The publi benhes that used to be west of their restaurant are gone also. It has beenrumored that the removal of the benhes has been brought about by pressure from ertainbusiness people who want to disourage those who an't a�ord to get drunk in publibehind iron work railings, from annoying those who an. Of ourse, one of onsequenesis that the tenants of 1415 Oean Front Walk don't have their benhes to sit on...80b. She sent him to kindergarden. As soon as he went there, the teaher took one look athim and he threw up again.81. etmolyesterday b-a-bokerin-the-morning ra'itiI-saw ka'amuras-previously-said etACC "adama"earth mešuga'at.razy". [...℄.[...℄.ronit yudkevi£Ronit Yudkevih mesaxeketats madhimammazingly b-a-seretin-the-�lm ha-zethat ve-zoand-it-is l-ito-meha-pa'am ha-rǐsonathe �rst time šethat aniI ro'esee otaher be-seretin-a-movie yisraeli.Israeli. saxkanitAtress le-eyla u-le-eyla.wonderful.`Yesterday morning I saw the movie "Sweet Mud". Ronit Yudkevih is amazing in that�lm. What a wonderful atress.'Reinhart (1981) and Mihaelis and Franis (2007) argued based on sentenes (50-a) and (50-b) (amongothers) that the element that the sentene is about (hereafter the aboutness topi) an be disoursenew82. Another example is (50-) from the Linzen's Hebrew blogs orpus (Linzen, 2009). In all theseases it an be argued that the aboutness topi is primed by previous disourse but there's no doubtit is not referentially given.While I generally agree with Reinhart and Mihaelis & Franis that a high degree of givenness isnot required of topis, I should point out that givenness undoubtedly ontributes to our intuitivefeeling that the sentene is about a ertain entity; if a sentene has both a referentially new entityand a referentially old one, we would be more likely�all other things being equal�to judge thereferentially old one as topial83. In this sense, I believe that givenness in�uenes aboutness, but that80Reinhart (1982:21) from a magazine artile81Mihaelis & Franis (2007:24), from the swithboard orpus of English telephone onversations.82I do not have enough sentene ontext in order to determine if the teaher in (50-b) is indeed topial, but thatwas the judgment of Mihaelis & Franis. I bring this sentene mostly to redit the authors; examples of disourse newtopial subjets are not hard to ome by.83The sentenes in (50) all show that this is not always true. In all sentenes the underlined topial element appeared71



there is no hard onstraint on the givenness of the aboutness topi.Bearing in mind that aboutness and givenness are two related but distint onepts, it is still possibleto ombine the two in the de�nition of topi. Strawson's de�nition (Strawson, 1964, p. 97,98) expliitlystated both onditions:(i) the topi is what the statement is about, and (ii) the topi is used to invoke�knowledge in the possession of an audiene.84�Lambreht's de�nition (Lambreht, 1994, p. 131) is harder to pin down:A referent is interpreted as the topi of a proposition if in a given situation the propositionis onstrued as being about this referent, i.e. as expressing information whih is relevantto and whih inreases the addressee's knowledge of this referent.Lambreht supposedly de�nes topi through aboutness alone, but in fat, his notion of relevane seemsto entail a high degree of givenness. In (Lambreht, 1994, p. 119) he appears to follow Strawson's�Priniple of Relevane� stating that the topi is �a matter of standing interest or onern�.Suh a dual approah to the de�nition of topi has at least one pratial advantage�it allows for aneasier identi�ation of the topi. Aboutness is a vague onept, and it is often hard to identify thetopi relying on aboutness alone. Many times, the di�ulty in deiding the topihood status of entitiesomes hand in hand with the low givenness of these entities. In these ases, a requirement for a highdegree of givenness will immediately render the element non-topial. In pratie, suh an approah willassist in getting higher agreement rates from di�erent informants on the task of topi identi�ation.If aboutness+givenness were to aount for the range of phenomena ommonly assoiated with topi,then on the basis of the pratial onsideration alone it might have been desirable to de�ne the topithat way. However, it appears that suh a de�nition runs into problems with some of the prototypialtopi onstrutions disussed in (46). Notably, left disloation, whih normally involves disloating anelement that is familiar and disourse old but not ative, would have to be onsidered a fous devierather than a topi devie. This result seems undesirable. Left disloation onstrutions are probablythe prime examples of aboutness (e.g. they an open with �and about X ...�), and if we exlude themfrom our phenomenology then we should also exlude hanging topis and we appear to lose too muh.On this basis, and from onsiderations of simpliity and elegane (theoretial mahinery should not beadded where it is not empirially needed), I believe the orret approah is to de�ne the topi in termsof aboutness alone and not onstrain it by givenness. The givenness restritions on topihood shouldnot be a primitive but rather an empirial question. This approah is espoused by both (Gundel, 1988,Gundel et al., 1993, Gundel and Fretheim, 2001) who argues for a familiarity onstraint on aboutnesstopis, and Reinhart (1981) that sets the bar even lower, at non-familiar spei� inde�nites, exludingonly non-spei� inde�nites (see her example in (50-a) above. (50-) also exempli�es this point).Following Reinhart (1981) and Gundel (1988) I will assume that the topi is �what the sentene isabout� and I will equate topi with aboutness topi. To expliate aboutness I will be using Gundel'stopi de�nition (Gundel, 1988, p. 210) that is designed to formulate the intuitive sense of the onept.along with another non-topial element that had higher referential givenness. While referential givenness is a strongin�uene on our judgments of aboutness, there are other fators and obviously the grammatial SVO struture and thehigh degree of animay of the entities involved played a ritial role in the sentenes in (50). For further disussion seesetion 3.5.84the audiene in this ase being the hearer. Strawson seond ondition is basially givenness. Strawson also requireda high level of givenness, as he argued that the topi must be �a matter of standing interest or onern.�72



(51) Topi De�nition: An entity, E, is the topi of sentene, S, i� in using S the speaker intendsto inrease the addressee's knowledge about, request information about, or otherwise get theaddressee to at with respet to E.This de�nition, while still intuitive, is an important step forward. Another helpful way to identifytopis, is through Reinhart's atalog metaphor. Reinhart (1981) ompares the speaker and the hearer'srepresentation of the disourse ontext to a list of propositions they onsider true�their ontext set.Reinhart goes on to argue that in muh the same way that library books are indexed by author ortitle, the propositions in our disourse ontext are indexed by topi. One the hearer enounters anew sentene, he identi�es its topi and �atalogs� the proposition under its entry in the ontext set.If the proposition is topiless, it remains unatalogued (supposedly in a list of topiless propositions).Within this metaphor, the topi is seen as an instrution from the speaker to the hearer to atalog aproposition under a spei� ontext set entry85.The most prevalent argument against the metaphorial expliations of aboutness regards their vague-ness. Maslova and Bernini (2006, p. 5) dismiss these approahes with a footnote saying �The expliationof aboutness in terms of mental addressation seems to be based on overly simplisti and metaphorialmodel of human memory and, in fat, does not provide any more expliit riteria for identi�ation oftopis than the intuitive notion of aboutness.� they then go on to take aboutness as a primitive intheir haraterization of topi.Personally, I tend to disagree with Maslova & Bernini's above statement. I have tried working with non-linguist informants presenting them with sentenes and asking their judgments on the task of identifyingthe element the sentene is about. When I appealed to their natural understanding of �aboutness�,their judgments were more sattered and less similar to those of a linguist than when presented withan expliation of the term by Gundel's de�nition and Reinhart's metaphor. Nevertheless, I do onedethat these expliations of aboutness are still too vague to support stringent empirial researh. For thisreason, in the empirial part of this work I have used topi orrelates to bear out the role of topiality(see setion 3.5 and part II). However, in order to fully validate the onlusions of this work�andindeed the onlusions reahed in other studies whih assume the existene of the topi ategory�anagreed upon empirial eliitation method for topis is needed. Further avenue for researh would be totake an intuitive de�nition suh as Gundel's, and to empirially show that it an yield high agreementrates among non-linguists when judging various topi related phenomena (see Dabrowska (2009) onthe importane of working with non-linguist informants).
85I do have one reservation about Reinhart's metaphor and it relates to her view that a sentene an have at mostone sentene topi. At least where V1 onstrutions are involved, I do not see a need to impose this restrition. Thequestion relevant for V1 onstrutions is whether the subjet is topial, the presene of other topial elements does notseem to a�et word order. Furthermore, there is evidene from other onstrutions that allowing multiple topis anbe bene�ial (the English dative shift is one suh example, see Givón (1979, p. 160,161)). While I still use Reinhart'smetaphor when identifying topis, I onsider it possible to atalog a single sentene under more than one topi.73
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